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Highest weight categories and Macdonald polynomials
Anton Khoroshkin ∗
Dedicated to my teacher Boris Feigin for his 60’s birthday
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to introduce the categorical setup which helps us to relate the theory
of Macdonald polynomials and the theory of Weyl modules for current Lie algebras discovered by
V.Chari and collaborators.
We identify Macdonald pairing with the homological pairing on the ring of characters of the Lie
algebra of currents g⊗C[x, ξ]. We use this description in order to define complexes of modules whose
Euler characteristic of characters coincide with Macdonald polynomials. We generalize this result to
the case of graded Lie algebras with anti-involution. We show that whenever the BGG reciprocity holds
for the corresponding category of modules then these complexes collapse to the modules concentrated
in homological degree 0. The latter modules generalizes the notion of Weyl modules for current Lie
algebras and the notion of Verma modules in the BGG category O. We give different criterions of
BGG reciprocity and apply them to the Lie algebra of currents g⊗ C[x] with g semisimple.
0 Introduction
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra with the weight lattice P and the Weyl group W . Then the ring of
symmetric functions Z[P]W is the ring of characters of finite-dimension g-modules with monomial basis
mλ =
∑
α∈Wλ e
α given by summation over the orbits where λ runs over the set of integral dominant
weights P∆. I.Macdonald defined a two-parametric pairing 〈, 〉q,t on Z[P]W (see e.g. [31] and references
therein). Macdonald polynomials {Pλ(q, t), λ ∈ P∆} form another basis in the ring of symmetric functions
Z[P]W which is orthogonal with respect to Macdonald pairing and transformation matrix from Macdonald
basis to monomial basis is upper-triangular with respect to the following standard partial ordering on
weights:
λ > µ
def
⇐⇒ λ− µ =
∑
α is simple
dαα with dα > 0.
In other words, Macdonald polynomials are uniquely defined by the following properties:
〈Pλ, Pµ〉q,t = 0 if λ 6= µ & Pλ = mλ +
∑
µ<λ
cλ,µmµ
One of the main purposes of this paper is to give a possible categorification of Macdonald polynomials
while considering the category of bigraded modules over the Lie superalgebra of currents g ⊗ C[x, ξ].
Here the first q-grading is assigned to the even variable x and the second t-grading is assigned to the odd
variable ξ. We denote by I = I(g ⊗ C[x, ξ]) the category of bi-graded finitely generated modules over
g ⊗ C[x, ξ] which are locally finite dimensional with respect to the action of the semisimple subalgebra
g = g ⊗ 1. The Lie ideal g ⊗ C[x, ξ]+ of currents with zero constant term is nilpotent and, therefore,
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the irreducible graded g ⊗ C[x, ξ] modules are just irreducible g-modules with additional bi-grading.
The corresponding Grothendieck ring is isomorphic to the ring of generating series in two variables of
g-characters of I(g⊗C[x, ξ]) and, thus, is identified with Z[P]W [[q, t, q−1, t−1]]. There exists a canonical
anti-involution τ on the Lie algebra g⊗C[x, ξ] which extends the Cartan anti-involution on g and fixes x
and ξ. For a bi-graded module N = ⊕Ni,j we denote by N
X the module that is graded linear dual to N
and the action is twisted by the anti-involution τ ; denote by N{k, l} the module with the grading shifted
N{k, l}i,j := Ni+k,j+l. The key observation which is not very widely known is that the homological
pairing on the Grothendieck ring (see e.g. [18],[15]):
〈M,N〉g⊗C[x,ξ] :=
∑
i>0,
k,l∈Z
(−1)iqktl dimExti
g⊗C[x,ξ]-mod(M{k, l}, N
X) (0.1)
given as a graded Euler characteristic of derived homomorphisms between M and NX coincides with
Macdonald pairing of corresponding graded characters. It is worth mentioning that we use the description
of derived homomorphisms via relative Lie algebra cohomology
⊕k,lExt
q
g⊗C[x,ξ]-mod(M{k, l}, N
X) = H
q
(g ⊗ C[x, ξ],g;HomC(M,N
X)).
It is natural to ask if one can realize Macdonald polynomials as graded g-characters of modules in
I(g⊗C[x, ξ]). Unfortunately, Macdonald polynomials are not Schur positive and, therefore, may not be
characters of true modules. In the case of g = gln one makes an appropriate change of variables to get
the Schur positivity. This is the famous result on positivity of modified Macdonald polynomials proved
by M.Haiman [20]. We do not want to make any change of variables and, moreover, we want to have a
uniform result for all semi-simple Lie algebras. Therefore, we have to work with negative coefficients in
the Schur basis decomposition. Thus, the only possibility we have is to pass to the derived setting. That
is, one expects complexes whose Euler characteristic of graded characters will coincides with Macdonald
polynomials.
First, we refine the partial ordering on integral dominant weights to a total linear ordering. Second,
for each dominant weight λ we denote by I6λ the full subcategory of modules from I whose weight
decomposition with respect to the action of Cartan subalgebra in g contains only weights which are less
than or equal to λ. Let D−(I(g ⊗ C[x, ξ])) be the derived category of complexes of g ⊗ C[x, ξ]-modules
from I whose homological degrees are bounded from above and for all pairs k, l ∈ Z the sum of dimensions
of graded components with the inner bi-degree (k, l) is finite. We denote by D−
6λ(I) its full subcategory
of complexes whose homology belongs to I6λ and ı¯λ : D
−
6λ(I) → D
−(I) the corresponding inclusion
functor. One of our main results is the following
Theorem 0.2. (Theorem 5.90) There exists a left adjoint functor ı¯!λ : D
−(I) → D−
6λ(I). The objects
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)) form an orthogonal basis with respect to the homological pairing (0.1):
Ext
q
g⊗C[x,ξ]-mod
(
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)){k, l}, ı¯µ (¯ı
!
µP(µ))
X
)
=
{
0, if λ 6= µ,
[H
q
(¯ıλ(¯ı
!
λ(P(λ)))k,l]
λ, if λ = µ
Here L(λ) is the irreducible g-module of highest weight λ, also considered as an irreducible g ⊗ C[x, ξ]
whose bigraded component are zero except bidegree (0, 0). Its projective cover Ind
g⊗C[x,ξ]
g L(λ) is denoted
by P(λ). The notation [M
q
k,l]
λ stands for the subspace of weight λ in a g-module Mk,l.
The immediate corollary of this statement gives a categorification of Macdonald polynomials:
Corollary. The dual Macdonald polynomial of weight λ is the graded Euler characteristic of ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)).
Respectively, the Macdonald polynomial of weight λ is the fraction of a graded Euler characteristic of
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)) by the generating series of Euler characteristics of multiplicities zλ(q, t) :=
∑
i,j q
i(−t)j [¯ıλ(¯ı
!
λP(λ))i,j :
L(λ)]. The scalar product of the Macdonald polynomial of weight λ with itself is equal to zλ(q, t)
−1.
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Let us notice that, unfortunately, we do not give below any reasonable description of functors ı¯!λ
and hope to discuss them elsewhere. Nevertheless, we point out that Theorem 0.2 has a straightforward
generalization for any Z+-graded Lie algebra g = g0 ⊕ g1 ⊕ . . . with semisimple g0, finite-dimensional
gi for all i > 0 and graded anti-involution. That is, we choose a decomposition g = g
+ ⊕ g0 ⊕ g−
generalizing the Cartan decomposition of g0; we consider the category I(g) of finitely generated graded
g-modules with locally finite action of g0; define its subcategory I(g)
6λ of modules with upper bound
on weights; use the adjoint functor ı¯!λ : D
−(I(g)) → D−
6λ(I(g)) to show that the image in K-group of
complexes ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λ(Ind
g
g0L(λ))) form an orthogonalization of the monomial basis with respect to the pairing
on symmetric functions Z[P]W [[q, q−1] given via relative Lie algebra cohomology of g:
〈M,N〉g :=
∑
i
(−1)idimqH
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N
X)) (0.3)
Note that Indgg0L(λ) is the minimal projective cover of irreducible g0-module L(λ) of highest weight λ
and thus is further denoted by P(λ).
A reasonable attempt to understand the complexes ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λ(P(λ))) is to describe those situations when
the aforementioned complexes are true modules concentrated in homological degree zero. For example,
if the triangulated category D−
6λ(I) is equivalent to the triangulated category D
−(I6λ) then the adjoint
functor ı¯λ is the left derived functor of the corresponding left adjoint functor to the fully faithful inclusion
ıλ : I → I
6λ of the abelian categories. In this case the derived image of a projective module coincides
with the nonderived one. In particular, the derived image of a projective module is a projective module
concentrated in homological degree zero. That is
ı¯!λ(P(λ)) = ı
!
λP(λ) = ∆(λ),
where ∆(λ) is a projective cover of L(λ) in I6λ. The modules ∆(λ) are the universal highest weight
modules and have an explicit description in terms of generators and relations. The module ∆(λ) is the
quotient of the module P(λ) = Indgg0L(λ) by additional relations g
+pλ = 0 where pλ is a highest weight
vector of L(λ). When the Lie algebra g is the algebra of currents g ⊗ A with g-semisimple and A a
commutative unital graded algebra (that is A = C⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ . . .) the modules ∆(λ) were extensively
studied by V.Chari and collaborators (see e.g. [11, 16, 7]). In these works and in many subsequent papers
on related subject the modules ∆(λ) are denoted by W (λ) or Wλ(A) and called (global) Weyl modules.
We prefer to call them standard modules following the ideology of BGG categories after [13]. Moreover,
we also use the categorical approach to the local Weyl modules W locλ (A) introduced in [16], which we call
proper standard modules and denote them by ∆(λ). The proper standard module ∆(λ) is the projective
cover of L(λ) in the subcategory of I6λ consisting of modules that have L(λ) with multiplicity 1. What
is nice about local and global Weyl modules is that they have a nice description in terms of generators
and relations (see Section 2.2 below), however, their characters may be very complicated.
Thus, in order to be able to relate the theory of Weyl modules and Macdonald polynomials we have
to give criterions to have an equivalence between triangulated categories D6λ(I) and D(I
6λ). This is
our next result (which slightly generalizes the known results for BGG categories [13]):
Theorem. (Theorem 3.47) The following conditions on an abelian category I(g) are equivalent.
(s1) The triangulated categories D6λ(I) and D(I
6λ) are equivalent.
(s2) The BGG reciprocity holds in I. That is, for all dominant weights λ the kernel of the projection
P(λ)։ ∆(λ) admits a filtration whose successive quotients are isomorphic to ∆(µ) with µ > λ.
(s3) The second extension group Ext2C(∆(λ), (∆(µ))
∗) = 0 vanishes for all pairs of dominant weights
λ, µ.
(s4) For all pairs of dominant weights λ, µ we have the following vanishing conditions
dimExtiC(∆(λ), (∆(µ))
∗) =
{
1, if λ = −ω0(µ) & i = 0,
0, otherwise.
, (0.4)
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where ω0 is the longest element of the Weyl group of g0 and ∗ stands for the graded linear dual
module.
The result is very general and uses the formalism of highest weight categories (see Section 3.1) that is
roughly speaking is given by partial ordering on weights. We are mostly interested in a particular case of
modules over a graded Lie algebra g. Moreover if g admits an anti-involution then ∆(λ)X = (∆(−ω0(λ)))
∗.
Consequently, if one of the above properties holds then the collection of graded characters of proper
standard modules ∆(λ), λ ∈ P∆, forms an orthogonalization of the monomial basis with respect to the
pairing (0.3) and refined partial ordering on weights. Moreover the converse statement is also true:
Theorem. (Theorem 3.51) If the characters of proper standard modules ∆(λ) form an orthogonal basis
with respect to the pairing (0.3) and for all λ the character of standard module ∆(λ) factors through the
character of proper standard module then the BGG reciprocity holds in I.
Another criterion of BGG reciprocity uses Lie algebra cohomology and the aforementioned factoriza-
tion property:
Proposition. (Proposition 3.54) The BGG reciprocity holds for the category I(g) if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(ı) the relative Lie algebra cohomology with trivial coefficients are almost trivial:
H
q
(g, g0;C) = H
q
(
g0
g0 ∩ [g+, g−]
;C)
(ıı) For all dominant λ the standard module ∆(λ) is the tensor product of its graded subspace of
weight λ and the proper standard module ∆(λ)
(ııı) The generating series of the weight subspace of weight λ in the module ∆(λ) is equal to the
inverse of corresponding Macdonald constant term 〈Pλ, Pλ〉g.
The knowledge of the appropriate Lie algebra cohomology, couple of known results from the theory
of Weyl modules and their characters we show that
Corollary. (Theorem 4.84) The BGG reciprocity holds for the category I(g⊗A) with g semisimple and
a nontrivial graded super-commutative algebra A = C ⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ . . . implies that A is the polynomial
ring C[x] in one even variable. The converse is true for all simply-laced g and conjecturally true for
all semi-simple g. In particular, for the Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x] the characters of the corresponding proper
standard modules ∆(λ) are given by specialization of Macdonald polynomials at t = 0.
We believe that the category g⊗C[x] is stratified for all g and there exists a proof of this statement
which does not use the knowledge of characters of proper standard modules.
A historical remark. The latter orthogonal polynomials are called q-Hermite polynomials. The
result about characters of standard modules for g ⊗ C[x] was known for g simply laced ([16]) inspired
by the fact that the Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x] is a parabolic subalgebra of affine Lie algebra gˆ and that
corresponding level one Demazure modules coincide with Weyl modules in simply laced case. However,
it is known that in non-simply laced case Demazure modules are smaller. The BGG reciprocity for
g ⊗ C[x] was first proven for g = sl2 in [3] and, later on, for g = sln in [2]. However, both proofs use
the information on characters of Weyl modules for g = sln and, therefore, can not be generalized to the
non simply laced situation where the characters of Weyl modules is not yet known. While preparing this
manuscript to the publishing another paper by V.Chari and B. Ion was appeared on arXiv [9] where the
authors announced that they verified the coincidence of characters of local Weyl modules and q-Hermite
operators and deduce from that the BGG reciprocity using the same methods as in our Theorem 3.51.
The BGG reciprocity is such a nice property that it is worth mentioning nice applications of this
theory following the philosophy of [13]. In particular, one defines excellent filtrations and tilting modules
just from the general categorical setup. We are interested in particular applications for one-dimensional
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currents, considered as parabolic subalgebras of affine Kac–Moody Lie algebras. The latter theory recov-
ers the theory of excellent filtrations on integrable representations of positive level recently studied by
I. Cherednik and B.Feigin in [12] on the level of characters and previously inspired by A. Joseph (e.g. [25]
and references therein) as filtrations by Demazure modules. We do not add something new to the general
theory of tilting modules discussed in [14], however, for the case of current Lie algebras we recover the
results of [1].
We want to finish the introduction by mentioning that all results of the paper are adapted to the case
of representations of graded Lie (super)algebras, where one can relate the Ext-pairing with Macdonald
pairing. However, one can deduce the same description of orthogonal basis and the BGG reciprocity in a
much more general setup. The representations of associative algebras like Yangians will be of a particular
interest.
0.1 Outline of the paper
The paper is organized in the opposite order compared to the introduction where we wanted to motivate
our categorical conclusions as much as possible.
That is, in Section 1 we describe the initial data. Namely, we say what we require from a nonsemisim-
ple Lie algebra (Subsection 1.1) in order to define its category of modules I, such that the corresponding
homological pairing generalizes the Macdonald one (Subsection 1.5). In Subsection 1.2 we give a list of
test examples. Generalizing the categorical approach of [7] we define analogues of local and global Weyl
modules in Section 2.
Section 3 is concerned with the general theory and applications of categories with BGG reciprocity
(the so-called stratified categories). In Subsection 3.1 we explain what kind of properties from I are
important to state the general theory of highest weight categories which is presented in the subsequent
Subsection 3.2. We state and prove the main criterion of BGG categories in Subsection 3.3 and use it
in all the examples in Section 4. We recall applications to the theory of excellent filtrations and tilting
modules in Subsection 3.5.
We show that BGG reciprocity holds in some hand-made examples (Subsection 4.1) and in the case
of one-dimensional currents g ⊗ C[x] (Subsection 4.3). However, we show that it is not true for finite-
dimensional parabolic subalgebras (Subsection 4.2) and for g ⊗A with A 6≃ C[x] (Subsection 4.4).
The last Section 5 is devoted to the description of Macdonald polynomials as characters of certain
objects of derived categories in the case when a highest weight category I does not admit a BGG
reciprocity.
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1.1 Non semi-simple Lie algebras with anti-involution
Everything works well for an algebraically closed field k of zero characteristic and to simplify the notation
we suggest to work over complex numbers C.
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Let us fix a Z+-graded Lie algebra with finite-dimensional graded components such that the zero’th
component g0 is a semi-simple Lie algebra:
g := g0 ⊕ g1 ⊕ g2 . . . , [gi, gj ] ⊂ gi+j ,
g0 is semisimple and dim(gi) <∞.
(1.5)
We assume that the Lie algebra g is finitely generated as a Lie algebra as it is always the case in all
interesting examples.
Denote by I = I(g) the category of finite-dimensional Z-graded modules. Respectively by Igr = I(g)
we denote the category of finitely generated Z-graded modules where the action of g0 is locally finite.
That is a module M ∈ Igr is a graded module with finite-dimensional graded components such that
grading is bounded in negative degrees:
I(g) := {M = ⊕∞i∈ZMi : gi ·Mj ⊂Mi+j , ∀i ∈ Z dimMi <∞, and Mi = 0 for i≪ 0}
It is natural to require morphisms in I to preserve grading. However, the shift of the inner grading
defines an auto-equivalence of the category I. We define a module M{d} to be a module M with the
grading shifted by d:
M = ⊕i>i0Mi =⇒M{d} := ⊕i>i0−dM{d}i, with M{d}i :=Md+i
The category I is obviously abelian and as we will see in the next Section 1.4 has enough projectives and
explicit description of simples and their projective covers.
Remark 1.6. Our main example is the bigraded Lie algebra of currents g⊗C[x, ξ] = ⊕i>0, j∈{0,1}g⊗x
iξj.
Thus, in this case it is reasonable to consider the category of finitely generated bigraded modules M =
⊕i,j∈ZMi,j.
Consequently, if the Lie algebra g is multigraded g = ⊕v∈Zr+gv one has to replace the category I(g)
with the category of multigraded finitely generated g-modules with finite-dimensional graded components.
All further conclusions of this article remains to be true in this situation.
Remark 1.7. We will use the lower index for the grading and reserve the upper index for the weight
decomposition.
We denote by I(g)op the opposite category of graded g-modules with finite-dimensional graded com-
ponents bounded from above.
I(g)op := {M ∈ g-mod :M = ⊕i∈ZMi, with dimMi <∞, and Mi = 0 for i≫ 0}
Modules in this category are not finitely generated but are expected to be finitely cogenerated. Moreover,
M ∈ I if and only if the graded linear dual representation HomC(M,C) = ⊕iHomC(M−i,C) belongs to
Iop. As we will see later on in Section 1.4 the abelian category I has enough projectives and, respectively,
the category Iop has enough injectives. A graded g-module M belongs to both I and Iop if and only if
its dimension is finite.
In order to define symmetric Macdonald pairing we underline the case when the Lie algebra g admits
an anti-involution τ such that it preserves the grading on g and its restriction on g0 coincides with Cartan
anti-involution:
τ : gi → gi and ∀f, g ∈ g [τ(f), τ(g)] = −τ([f, g]).
Using this feature we can assign another duality functor X : I → Iop which will not change the g0-
character of a module. We say that the dual module MX of M ∈ I is isomorphic to its linear graded
dual as a vector space and the action of g is twisted by anti-involution τ :
∀g ∈ g, f ∈ Hom(M,C) g · f(m) := f(τ(g) ·m).
The notion of a dual module MX is well defined for any module in I. However, if a module M is not
finite-dimensional then the module MX will have infinitely many negative nonzero degrees and will not
belong to I.
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1.2 A list of examples of graded Lie algebras
Let us give a list of examples of Z+-graded Lie algebras enhanced with an anti-involution. We hope that
this will increase the readers interest to this subject.
1. Let us show that parabolic subalgebra of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra admits a natural Z+-grading.
Indeed, let g be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra of rank r. Let Π = {α1, . . . , αr} be the set of simple roots
of g; {eα, hα, fα} stands for the standard basis of the sl2-triple associated with a simple root α. Any
given subset S of Π defines a parabolic subalgebra pS generated by {fα|α ∈ S} and {eβ |β ∈ Π}.
Suppose that Kac-Moody subalgebra generated by {fα, eα|α ∈ I} is finite-dimensional. Let us set
the degree of eα and fα be equal to zero iff α ∈ S and the degree of eβ for β ∈ (Π \ S) be equal
to 1. It is a straightforward check that this uniquely defines a grading on the parabolic subalgebra
pS , which obviously satisfies conditions (1.5).
2. We want to underline one precise case of the latter situation:
g ⊗ C[[t]] →֒ gˆ = ̂g ⊗C[[t, t−1].
Namely, the Ivahori parabolic subalgebra g⊗C[[t]] of an affine Lie algebra gˆ has an evident grading
with respect to t grading and Cartan anti-involution of g produces an anti-involution of the entire
Lie algebra of currents.
3. Generalizing the previous example we can associate the graded Lie algebra g⊗A to any commutative
Z+-graded algebra A = C⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ . . . and a semisimple Lie algebra g. The grading on g ⊗A
comes from the grading on A. The corresponding representation theory I(g ⊗A) was initiated by
Chari and Pressley in [11] and leads to the theory of Weyl modules.
4. The Lie algebra L0(n) of formal vector fields on Cn vanishing at the origin:
L0(n) :=
{
n∑
i=1
fi
∂
∂xi
: fi ∈ C[[x1, . . . , xn]], fi(0) = 0
}
The grading of xki
∂
∂xj
is equal to k − 1. This algebra does not admit any anti-involution. The
component of degree 0 is isomorphic to gln, so if one wants to apply to it further conclusions of this
manuscript it is better to mod out L0 by its one-dimensional center
∑n
i=1 xi
∂
∂xi
5. The Lie subalgebra of Hamiltonian vector fields with trivial constant and linear terms:
Hn := {f ∈ C[[x1, . . . , x2n]] : f(0) =
∂f
∂xi
(0) = 0 ∀i}
[f, g] :=
n∑
i=1
(
∂f
∂x2i−1
∂g
∂x2i
−
∂g
∂x2i−1
∂f
∂x2i
)
.
The grading is given by the grading on polynomials decreased by 2, the anti-involution τ inter-
changes variables x2i−1 and x2i; and the semisimple subalgebra consisting of quadratic functions is
isomorphic to the symplectic Lie algebra sp(2n,C).
1.3 Generalizing Cartan decomposition and refining partial ordering on weights.
Let us choose a Cartan decomposition of the semisimple part of the entire Lie algebra g:
g0 = n
− ⊕ h⊕ n+
where h is a Cartan subalgebra and Φ is the associated root system. We fix a choice of a set of positive
simple roots Π = {α1, . . . , αr} ⊂ h
∗, such that (⊕α∈Φ+g
α
0 ) and (⊕α∈Φ−g
α
0 ) are the weight decomposition of
n+ and n− respectively. Following sl2 case we denote by {ei, hi, fi} the sl2 triple assigned to a simple root
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αi, such that ∀h ∈ h [h, ei] = αi(h)ei and αi is positive. Denote by Q the root lattice, that is an abelian
group generated by Π; and by Q+ := {α ∈ Q : α =
∑
miαi, mi > 0} we denote the cone of positive roots.
(We use the convention that 0 belongs to Q+.) Notation P stands for the weight lattice, which is generated
by the set of fundamental weights ω1, . . . , ωr. Let P∆ be the subset of integral dominant weights, that is
the set of linear combinations of fundamental weights with nonnegative coefficients. Recall, that elements
of P∆ are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of
semisimple Lie algebra g0. The root lattice Q is a sublattice of the weight lattice P of finite index.
By the weight decomposition of a g0-module we mean its decomposition with respect to the action of
Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g0. Indeed, each finite-dimensional g0-module M admits a weight decomposition
M = ⊕λ∈PM
λ where Mλ := {m ∈M : ∀h ∈ h h ·m = λ(h)m}.
We set the weight support wt(M) to be the subset {λ ∈ P : Mλ 6= 0} of all integral weights P .
In particular, any g-module M ∈ I and each graded component Mk of this module admits a weight
decomposition, since Mk is a finite-dimensional g0-module. Here and below whenever talking about
weights we mean h-action which is semisimple in all our discussions.
Let us fix a nonzero nonintegral vector h0 ∈ h that separates positive and negative roots:
∀α ∈ Π we have 〈α, h0〉 > 0.
Let us say that the weight λ ∈ P is positive iff 〈λ, h0〉 > 0, respectively negative if 〈λ, h0〉 < 0. Therefore,
as soon as h0 is fixed each finite-dimensional g0-module V has a decomposition V
+⊕V 0⊕V − consisting
of vectors of positive, zero and negative weights respectively. In particular, any graded component gi is
a finite-dimensional g0-module and we get an extension of the Cartan decomposition:
gi = g
+
i ⊕ g
0
i ⊕ g
−
i and g>0 = g
+
>0 ⊕ g
0
>0 ⊕ g
−
>0 with g
+ = ⊕i>0g
+
i , g
0 = ⊕i>0g
0
i , g
− = ⊕i>0g
−
i ⊕ g
0
i (1.8)
Note that all three subspaces g+>0, g
0
>0 and g
−
>0 form a subalgebra of g>0. We extend the set of positive
integral weights in the convex cone of simple roots with respect to the decomposition (1.8):
P+(g) :=
{∑
i>0
kiλi : ki ∈ Z+, λi ∈ g
+
i
}
.
Note that P+(g) contains all simple roots because they are presented as weights of g
+
0 = n
+. Using this
we weaken the partial ordering on the set of integral dominant weights:
λ >g µ
def
⇐⇒ λ− µ ∈ P+(g). (1.9)
The transitivity of this partial ordering is obvious and the antisymmetry follows from the fact that h0 is
chosen not to be integral, and, in particular, for an integral weight λ ∈ P vanishing of the scalar product
〈λ, h0〉 = 0 implies that λ = 0.
1.4 Simples and projectives
As soon as notations are fixed we are able do describe the set of irreducible graded g-modules. We
summarize the description of simple and projective objects in I in the following Lemma 1.10 below.
Recall that irreducible finite-dimensional g0-modules are numbered by their highest weights which
are dominant. For any λ ∈ P∆ we denote by L(λ) the corresponding irreducible g0-module with highest
weight λ. The grading of any module in the category I may be shifted with respect to the inner grading
and we denote this shift operation using figure brackets in order to underline the discrepancy with
homological shift:
∀M = ⊕i>i0Mi M{k} := ⊕i>k+i0M{k}i with M{k}i := Mk+i
Let L(λ, k) := L(λ){−k} be the irreducible graded g-module with the trivial action of radical g>0 and
with the only nonzero graded component placed in degree k.
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Lemma 1.10. The set {L(λ, k)|λ ∈ P∆, k ∈ Z} form the set of irreducibles up to isomorphisms in the
category I.
The induced representation Indgg0L(λ){k} := U(g)⊗U(g0) L(λ, k) is the projective cover P(λ, k) of the
irreducible module L(λ, k). The grading on the induced module above comes from the grading on g.
Proof. Each module M ∈ I is bounded from below and hence admits a surjection of degree 0 on the
module L(λ,−k) where k = min{i ∈ Z : dimMi 6= 0}. This implies that each module M ∈ I admits a
filtration whose successive quotients are isomorphic to L(λ, k) with λ ∈ P∆ and k ∈ Z.
Recall that by projective cover of a module L we mean a minimal projective module that surjects
onto L. First, there is a natural surjection Indgg0L(λ) ։ L(λ) which sends the image of elements of
the radical g>0 to zero. Second, we have the following identity for derived homomorphisms valid for all
g-modules M .
Extig-mod(Ind
g
g0
L(λ, k),M) = Extig0-mod(L(λ, k),M) =
{
0, if i > 0
Homg0(L(λ),M−k), if i = 0
Each module M from I decomposes into a direct sum of finite-dimensional g0-modules and, therefore,
all higher homomorphisms vanish. In particular, ∀M ∈ I we have Ext1I(Ind
g
g0L(λ),M) = 0 what is
equivalent to being a projective module. Third, the irreducible module L(λ) has a cyclic vector vλ which
remains to be a cyclic vector for the induced module Indgg0L(λ). Consequently, the induced module is
indecomposable and, therefore, a projective cover of L(λ, k).
1.5 Grothendieck ring and Macdonald pairing
The category I(g) is abelian and we can describe the Grothendieck ring of this category:
K0(I) :=
Z[M |M ∈ I]
[M ]− [N ] + [K] = 0, whenever 0→M → N → K → 0
.
Lemma 1.10 explains that irreducibles in I are the same as in the category of finite-dimensional modules
over semisimple Lie algebra g0 with outer grading added. Therefore, the image of a module M in the
Grothendieck ring K0(I) is uniquely defined by its graded g0-character:
χq-g0(M) :=
∑
i∈Z
qi
(∑
λ∈P
(dimMλi )e
λ
)
.
We get the following isomorphism:
K0(I) ≃ K0(fin.dim.g0-mod)[[q, q
−1] ≃ Z[P]W ⊗ Z[[q, q−1].
Where parameter q stands for the Z-grading on the module and W is the Weyl group of g0. Modules in
I has zero graded component for sufficiently large negative integers and that is why we have to consider
Loran series in q which are polynomial in q−1 and power series in q. Respectively, the Grothendieck ring
K0(I
op) will be the ring if symmetric functions with coefficients in formal power series in q, q−1 that are
polynomial in q and may have series in q−1. Following standard notations the elements of the linear
basis of the set of integral weights Z[P] are written in the exponential form eλ with λ ∈ P. The ring of
characters of g0 will be referred as a ring of symmetric functions.
Let us define a bilinear map 〈, 〉g : K0(I)× K0(I
op)→ Z[[q, q−1] in the following natural way:
〈M,N〉g :=
∑
i>0
(−1)i
∑
k∈Z
qk dimExtiI(M{k}, N) =
∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1 H
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N)). (1.11)
where dimq−1 stands for the graded dimension with respect to the inner grading on the Lie algebra g,
that is dimq−1(H) =
∑
j∈Z q
−j dimHj. The notation H
q
(g, g0;K) is used for the relative Lie algebra
cohomology of the Lie algebra g relative to its semisimple subalgebra g0 and with coefficients in g-module
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K. Note, that if the Lie algebra g admits an anti-involution τ then one can define the symmetric pairing
on K0(I) using the duality functor:
〈, 〉g : K0(I)× K0(I)→ Z[[q, q−1]
〈M,N〉g :=
∑
i>0(−1)
i dimq−1 H
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N
X)).
(1.12)
We will refer the pairing (1.12) as generalized Macdonald pairing and we will motivate our notation in
Remark 1.19 below.
Lemma 1.13. The generalized Macdonald pairing (1.12) is well defined symmetric nondegenerate pairing
on the Grothendieck ring K0(I).
Proof. This statement seems to be known for specialists and therefore we will only sketch its proof.
Moreover, we will recall another description of this pairing in Lemma 1.14 below.
The coincidence of derived homomorphisms and relative Lie algebra cohomology follows from the
universal description of the Lie algebra cohomology as the derived functor (see e.g. [35] for details). One
has to use the relative Lie algebra cohomology because all g0 modules are locally integrable (locally
finite-dimensional). Recall, that Ext-functor is the universal derived functor of homomorphisms which is
derived with respect to both arguments. Thus, it maps short exact sequences to long exact sequences and,
consequently, whenever Euler characteristics is defined it factors through the relations in the Grothendieck
group. Therefore, in order to show that the pairing is well defined it remains to show any kind of
convergence of the Euler characteristics of derived homomorphisms. Indeed, let us notice that for all
M ∈ I and N ∈ Iop the module HomC(M,N) belongs to I
op, because its graded component of degree
k is equal to ⊕j−i=kHomC(Mi, Nj) and, consequently, is finite-dimensional and even is zero for k ≫ 0.
The graded component of inner degree l of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex C
q
(g;K) = HomC(Λ
q
g,K)
(which computes the Lie algebra cohomology) is isomorphic to the following sum⊕
p−
∑
si=l,si>0
HomC(Λ
q
(g0)
⊗
i
Λsigsi ,Kp)
and, hence, is finite-dimensional whenever K belongs to Iop. Consequently, the subcomplex of relative
cochains H
q
(g, g0;HomC(M,N)) has also finite-dimensional graded components.
The symmetry property of the pairing follows from the observation that duality is an auto-equivalence
in the category of graded g-modules. Namely, for all pairs of graded g-modules M,N we have an
isomorphism
Ext
q
g-mod(M{k}, N
X) ≃ Ext
q
g-mod(N{k},M
X).
Finally, we notice that the set of irreducible g0-modules {L(λ, 0) : λ ∈ P∆} and the set of their
projective covers {P(λ, 0) : λ ∈ P∆} form a dual basis with respect to this pairing:
dimExtiI(P(λ, 0){k}, L(µ, 0)) = δi,0 · δk,0 · δλ,µ
Consequently, the pairing is nondegenerate.
The following Lemma gives the description of the pairing in terms of rings of characters and gives a
bridge to the Macdonald pairing on the ring of symmetric functions.
Lemma 1.14. The pairing (1.12) induces the following pairing on the ring of characters Z[P]W ⊗
Z[[q, q−1]:
〈f, g〉g =

f · g ·∏
α∈Φ
(1− eα)
∏
r>0
∏
λ∈wt(gr)
(1− qreλ)dim g
λ
r


1
(1.15)
with f, g being a pair of symmetric polynomials from Z[P]W ⊗ Z[[q, q−1]. Here g(eα, q) := g(e−α, q) and
index 1 near squared brackets means the following operation: expand all brackets and take the coefficient
near e0 = 1 that is a Loran series in q and is called the constant term.
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Proof. The same result is known for the pairing on symmetric functions without any parameters (see
e.g. [31]). Recall that g0 is a semisimple Lie algebra associated with a root system Φ. Let M be a finite-
dimensional g0-module with a character f ∈ Z[P]W then the dimensions of the space of g0-invariants in
M has a description as a constant term in the sense of the coefficient near e0 = 1:
dim[M ]g =
[∏
α∈Φ
(1− eα) · f
]
1
. (1.16)
Moreover, the graded g0-character of the dual representation M
X replaces q by q−1 and keeps the weight
decomposition. However, in the graded g0 character of the module Hom(M,C) both things are inter-
changed: eλ by e−λ and q 7→ q−1. Consequently, the graded g0-character of the module Hom(M,N
X)
is equal to f · g with q replaced by q−1 in both functions. It remains to point out that the right hand
side of Equation (1.15) is nothing but the graded Euler characteristics of the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex with q being replaced by q−1:∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1 H
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N
X)) =
∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1 C
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N
X))) =
=
∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1 Homg0
(
Λi(g/g0),HomC(M,N
X)
)
=
=
∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1 Homg0
(
Λi(g>0),HomC(M,N
X)
)
=
=
∑
i>0
(−1)i dimq−1
[
Hom
(
Λi
(
⊕
λ∈P
gλ>0
)
,HomC(M,N
X)
)]g0
=
=

∏
α∈Φ
(1− eα)

∏
r>0
∏
λ∈wt(gr)
(1− qreλ)dim g
λ
r

 fg


1
.
The last equality is the application of the equality (1.16).
Remark 1.17. Assume that g = g0 ⊕ g1 ⊕ . . . is a graded Lie superagebra with g0-semisimple Lie algebra
and superdecomposition gr = gr ⊕ gr with gr being even part and super-part is denoted by gr. In this
case the polynomial description of the pairing given in Equation (1.15) has to be changed by appropriate
denominators coming from the super-part:
〈f, g〉g =

f · g ·∏
α∈Φ
(1− eα)
∏
r>0
∏
λ∈wt(gr)
(1− qreλ)dim g
λ
r
(1− qreλ)dim g
λ
r


1
(1.18)
This happens because the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of a Lie superalgebra is no more the Grassman
algebra but is the product of Grassman and symmetric algebras:
C
q
CE(g, g0;K) = Homg0
(
Λ
q
(g>0)⊗ S
q
(g),K
)
.
Consider the free super-commutative polynomial algebra C[x, ξ] with one odd generator ξ and one
even generator x. Following Example 3 with any semisimple Lie algebra g we can assign the graded
Lie superalgebra g ⊗ C[x, ξ] with an anti-involution coming from Cartan anti-involution. Denote by
I(g⊗ C[x, ξ]) the category of finitely generated bi-graded modules over g ⊗ C[x, ξ].
Proposition 1.19. The two-parametric pairing coming from the Ext-pairing 1.12 on the category of
bi-graded modules I(g ⊗ C[x, ξ]) coincides with the Macdonald pairing ([30]) on the ring of symmetric
functions:
〈f, g〉q,t :=
( ∏
r>0(1− q
r)∏
r>0(1− tq
r)
)rk(g)
·

f · g¯ ∏
r>0,
α∈Φ
1− qreα
1− tqreα


1
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Parameters q and t corresponds to the two canonical gradings on modules and on the Lie algebra. The
parameter q counts the degree with respect to even variable x and parameter t comes from the Z-grading
with respect to the odd variable ξ.
Proof. The weight decomposition of the adjoint representation is numbered by roots g = h⊕α∈Φ g
α with
dim(gα) = 1. Consequently, we have the following weight decomposition of g ⊗ C[x, ξ]:
g ⊗ C[x, ξ] ≃ h⊗ C[x]⊕ h⊗C[x]ξ ⊕
r>0
(
⊕
α∈Φ
gα ⊗ xr ⊕ gα ⊗ xrξ
)
It remains to substitute the weight decomposition into the Formula (1.18) remembering that the sum-
mands containing odd variable ξ are odd.
This remark leads to the following definition of the generalized Macdonald polynomials:
Definition 1.20. The symmetric polynomials Pλ ∈ Z[P]W [[q, q−1] are called generalized Macdonald
polynomials if they satisfy the two following properties:
• Pλ = mλ +
∑
µ<gλ
cλ,µ(q)mµ, where mλ :=
∑
α∈Wλ e
α is the monomial basis in Z[P]W ,
• Polynomials Pλ form an orthogonal basis with respect to the pairing coming from representations
of g:
〈Pλ, Pµ〉g = 0, if λ 6= µ.
In other words, the basis of generalized Macdonald polynomials is the orthogonalization of the mono-
mial basis with respect to the partial ordering on weights. Instead of monomial basis one can also
orthogonalize the Schur functions sλ given by the character of irreducible representation L(λ).
2 Highest weight modules in I(g)
2.1 Highest weights
Let us adapt the theory of highest weight vectors and representations to the category I. Recall, that for
a module M we denote by Mλk the weight subspace of h-weight λ in component of degree k. Moreover,
after fixing a direction h0 in the Cartan subalgebra we fixed a decomposition
g = g+ ⊕ g0 ⊕ g− : 〈h0, λ+〉 > 0 > 〈h0, λ−〉 for λ+ ∈ wt(g
+), λ− ∈ wt(g
−), [h, g0] = 0
into the sum of subalgebras of positive, zero and negative h-weight and, using that we defined a partial
ordering 6g on the set of integral dominant weights (see (1.9)).
Definition 2.21. We say that a graded module M ∈ I is a highest weight representation of graded
weight (λ, k) if there exists a cyclic vector vλ ∈M
λ
k such that M
µ
l 6= 0 implies that µ 6g λ.
We say that v ∈ Mk is a highest weight vector of graded weight (λ, k) if it is a vector of h-weight λ
and all weights in the submodule U(g) ·v ⊂M generated by v are less or equal than λ with respect to the
partial ordering 6g. Moreover, we say that the highest weight weight vector v is a pure if the dimension
of the weight subspace λ in submodule (U(g) · v) is equal to one and, therefore, (U(g) · v)λ is spanned by
v.
Remark 2.22. For the usual BGG category O the highest weight vector always spans the corresponding
highest weight subspace and, therefore, one does not need to separate the notions of highest weight vector
and a pure highest weight vector in that case.
Lemma 2.23. For all modules M ∈ I a vector v ∈M of weight λ is a highest weight vector if and only
if the action of U(n+ ⊕ g+>0) is trivial. Moreover, it is a pure highest weight vector if and only if the
action of U(g0>0) is also trivial.
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Proof. The subalgebras n+ and g+>0 are generated by elements of nonzero nonnegative weights with
respect to the partial ordering we choose. Therefore, for each generator g ∈ n+ ⊕ g+ the weight of the
vector g · v is greater or equal than the weight of v. Respectively, the subspace n− ⊕ g−>0 ⊕ g
0
>0 contains
only zero and negative weights and, therefore, generates the highest weight module. We will give the
description of a universal highest weight module in the next Section 2.2
2.2 Standard, proper standard and costandard modules
Let us define a standard module ∆(λ) as a module generated by a cyclic vector pλ of degree k modulo
following relations:
∆(λ, k) := U(g)pλ
/
 n
+pλ = g
+
>0pλ = 0,
∀h ∈ h, hpλ = λ(h)pλ,
f
λ(hi)+1
i pλ = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r = rk(g0)}


The quotient module ∆(λ, k)/(U(g0>0)pλ = 0) is called a proper standard module and is denoted by
∆(λ, k).
Lemma 2.24. The standard module ∆(λ, k) is the universal highest weight module in I of weight λ.
What means that for all modules M ∈ I and all highest weight vectors v ∈ Mk of weight λ the map
pλ 7→ v lifts to a map of graded g-modules ∆(λ, k)→M .
Respectively, the proper standard module ∆(λ, k) is the universal module with a pure highest weight
vector of weight λ and degree k.
Proof. The relations {f
λ(hi)+1
i v = 0, i = 1 . . . rk(g0)} follows from the condition that the g0-submodule
generated by v is of finite dimension and, hence, coincides with irreducible g0-module of highest weight λ.
These are the relations for the induced module Indgg0L(λ) denoted earlier by P(λ). Hence, the standard
module ∆(λ) is the quotient module of a module from I and, in particular, belongs to I. If v ∈ Mk
is a highest weight vector then the relations n+v = g+>0v = 0 are satisfied by definition. The relation
hv = λ(h)v is the condition on the weight of v. The remaining condition is always satisfied because the
action of g0 is locally finite on modules from I. Consequently, the map pλ 7→ v lifts to a map of graded
g-modules.
The universality of the proper standard module ∆(λ, k) follows from the observation that the weight
subspace of weight λ in ∆(λ, k) is generated by the action of U(g0>0) on pλ.
Remark 2.25. Standard modules are simply defined in terms of generators and relations however their
graded g0-character may be very complicated. In particular, we will show in Section 4.4 that for current
Lie algebras g⊗C[t] the corresponding characters are given by q-Hermite polynomials (specialization of
Macdonald polynomials for t = 0).
Let us describe modules yielding dual universal properties of having a (pure) highest weight vector.
Unfortunately, the dual to the standard module does not belong to I, so we are able to say something
only about duals of proper standards.
We set a proper costandard module ∇(λ, k) to be the dual module Hom(∆(−ω0(λ),−k),C) where ω0
is the longest element of the Weyl group of g. This module is cogenerated by a cocyclic lowest weight
vector of weight w0(λ) of degree k.
Lemma 2.26. The proper costandard module ∇(λ, k) is the couniversal pure highest weight module in I
of weight (λ). That is for each module M ∈ I with a pure highest weight vector v ∈Mλk the map v 7→ pλ
lifts to a map of graded g-modules M → ∇(λ, k).
Proof. Let us show that the module ∆(λ, k) is finite-dimensional. Recall that we assume that the Lie
algebra g is finitely generated. Let d be the maximum of the degree of Lie algebra generators of g
and m be the sum of coefficients of the decomposition of λ into the sum of simple positive weights.
Then, highest weights of the graded components ∆(λ)l of degree l greater than md may be only negative
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and, hence, ∆(λ, k)l = 0 for l > md + k. Thus ∆(λ, k) is finite-dimensional and, therefore, its dual
∇(−ω0(λ), k) := Hom(∆(λ,−k),C) is also finite-dimensional and belongs to I.
Let v be a pure highest weight vector of weight λ and degree k in a module M ∈ I. In particular
v ∈Mλk and the module M6k := M/ (⊕s>kMs) is finitedimenaional, consequently its graded linear dual
is finite-dimensional and belongs to I. From universality property of proper standard modules we know
the existence of a map of graded finite-dimensional g-modules ∆(−ω0(λ),−k) → HomC(M6k,C) whose
linear dual extends the map v → pλ.
In the case when the Lie algebra g has an anti-involution τ the weight decomposition of g simplifies.
Indeed, the restriction of τ on the semisimple part g0 coincides with the Cartan anti-involution. Therefore,
anti-involution τ interchanges positive and negative weight spaces and, as assumed, preserves the grading:
τ(gλi ) = g
−λ
i .
Consequently, each g0-module gi is a finite-dimensional selfdual module.
Proposition 2.27. If the Lie algebra g admits an anti-involution τ then ∇(λ, k) = ∆(λ,−k)X and, in
particular,
χq(∇(λ, k)) = q
kχq(∇(λ, 0)) = q
kχq−1(∆(λ, 0)) = χq−1(∆(λ,−k)).
Proof. Direct comparison of highest weight vectors and characters.
Let us state several simple properties of standard and costandard modules repeating the ones known
for Verma and dual Verma modules in the BGG category O:
Proposition 2.28. • Whenever λ is a maximal weight of a module M ∈ I (that is Mλ 6= 0 and
Mµ = 0 for all µ >g λ) there exist a pair of integers k, l such that dimHom(∆(λ, k),M) > 0 and
dimHom(M,∇(λ, l)) > 0.
• dimHom(∆(λ, k),∇(µ, l)) = δλ,µδk,l. The unique nontrivial homomorphism from ∆(λ, 0) to ∇(λ, 0)
factors through the map to (from) irreducible module L(λ). Where L(λ) is considered as a unique
quotient in degree 0 of ∆(λ, 0) and a unique simple submodule in degree zero of ∇(λ, 0).
Proof. Let k be the minimum of degrees such that Mλk 6= 0. Such a k exists because modules in I are of
bounded negative degree. Let v be a vector in Mλk . Our partial ordering on the set of weights is chosen
in such a way that for any h-eigen vector g ∈ g we have that the weight of g · v is either greater, lower or
equal to the weight of v. The condition on λ to be a maximal weight implies that v is a highest weight
vector. Hence, there is a nonzero map ∆(λ) → M that lifts the map pλ → v. Moreover, the vector v
becomes a pure highest weight vector in the quotient module M6k := M/(⊕s>kMs). Thus, there exists
a nonzero composition of morphisms M ։M6k → ∇(λ) which maps v to pλ ∈ ∇(λ).
With each standard module ∆(λ) we can associate the following left annihilation ideal
Jλ := {x ∈ U(g
0
>0) : x · pλ = 0}
of the universal subalgebra of zero weight. Let us denote by Aλ the quotient space U(g0>0)/J
λ and by
Aλ-mod the category of graded left g>0 modules with the trivial action of J
λ. By construction, Aλ is
isomorphic to the weight subspace of ∆(λ) of weight λ.
2.3 Goal: Macdonald polynomials as characters of standard modules
Recall that in Section 1.5 with a Z+-graded Lie algebra with anti-involution we associated the notion of
generalized Macdonald polynomials using the homological pairing (1.12) on the ring of graded characters.
The reasonable question may be if corresponding Macdonald polynomials can be realized as characters of
a g-module. The following theorem explains the motivation of introducing standard and proper standard
modules.
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Theorem 2.29. If the category I(g) is stratified (see Definition 3.45 on page 19) then standard and
proper standard modules form a dual basis with respect to the Ext-pairing (1.12) on the Grothendieck
group:
dimExtiI(∆(λ, k),∇(µ, l)) = δi,0δλ,µδk,l. (2.30)
Macdonald polynomial Pλ coincides with the graded character of the corresponding proper standard module
∆(λ, 0). Moreover, the scalar product of Pλ with itself is the inverse of the q-character of the weight
subspace of weight λ in the standard module ∆(λ, 0):
〈Pλ, Pλ〉g = χq(∆(λ, 0)
λ)−1. (2.31)
Proof. The definition of a stratified category is given in Section 3.3 and the Ext-vanishing property (2.30)
is one of the equivalent conditions on a category to be stratified as explained in Theorem 3.47.
Let us explain how does vanishing property (2.30) imply the so called constant term identity (2.31).
Indeed, let fλ be the graded g0-character of ∆(λ, 0) and zλ(q) be the generating series of dimensions of
the weight subspace of weight λ in the standard module ∆(λ, 0). Note that zλ(q) is a power series in q
with zλ(0) = 1. Corollary 3.54 explains the existence of factorization of the characters of the standard
module as a product of its subspace of highest weight and the character of the corresponding proper
standard module.
χq-g0(∆(λ, 0)) = χq-g0(∆(λ, 0)) · χq(∆(λ, 0)
λ) (2.32)
Consequently, we have the following orthogonality of characters of proper standard modules:
〈fλ, fµ〉g = 〈∆(λ, 0),∆(µ, 0)〉g =
1
zλ(q)
〈∆(λ, 0)λ ⊗∆(λ, 0),∆(µ, 0)〉g =
1
zλ(q)
〈∆(λ, 0),∆(µ, 0)〉g =
=
1
zλ(q)

∑
i,k
(−1)iqk dimExtiI(∆(λ,−k),∇(µ, 0))

 = 1
zλ(q)
∑
k
qk dimHomI(∆(λ,−k),∇(µ, 0)) =
δλ,µ
zλ(q)
Since [∆(λ, 0) : L(λ)] = 1 and [∆(λ, 0) : L(µ)] = 0 for all µ 6 g λ polynomials fλ satisfy both properties
of Definition 1.20 and thus fλ is a generalized Macdonald polynomial Pλ.
3 Highest weight categories: categorical approach
The definition of a stratified category we suggest below seems to be a bit different from the standard one
given in [13]. However, the philosophy is the same and all natural examples form a stratified category
in both sense. The basic example which we have in mind is the category O for modules over semisimple
Lie algebra introduced by Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand ([4],[21]). Our aim is to use this approach for the
category I(g) of graded modules over Z+-graded Lie (super)algebra g and show the criterion of the
category I(g) to be stratified therefore we adapt definitions to this particular case.
Moreover, we want to separate two notions: highest weight categories and stratified categories. By
a highest weight category we roughly mean a category of modules with appropriate natural ordering of
simple objects. By a stratified category we assume that in addition to be a highest weight category the
BGG reciprocity holds.
3.1 Category of g-modules as a Highest Weight Category
The category I(g) is our main example of a highest weight category, therefore, we first explain what kind
of general properties do we need in order to make general conclusions and afterwords state the definition
of a highest weight category.
Recall, that our constructions depends on the following data: a Z+-graded Lie algebra g = ⊕k>0gk
with semisimple zero graded component g0. We denoted by I = I(g) the category of finitely generated
graded modules with locally finite action of g0. In particular, we considered modules with bounded
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negative degrees and finite-dimensional graded components. Irreducible objects in I are irreducible finite-
dimensional g0-modules with additional integer grading. They are indexed by a pair: a dominant weight
λ ∈ P∆ and an integer number k. Starting with a direction h0 ∈ h we fixed a natural partial ordering 6g
on the set of dominant weights (1.9). Let I6λ (respectively I<λ) be the subcategory of modules whose
irreducibles in the Jordan-Ho¨lder decomposition include only L(µ, k) with µ 6g λ (respectively µ <g λ).
The inclusion functor ıλ : I
6λ → I is obviously fully faithful exact functor. It admits both left and right
adjoint functors, however, we need only left adjoint for our purposes:
Lemma 3.33. The assignment M 7→M/(M 6 gλ)1 defines a left adjoint functor ı!λ : I → I
6λ.
Proof. If M ∈ I and N ∈ I6λ then any morphism ϕ : M → N maps all vectors whose weights are not
less or equal to λ to zero. Therefore, a morphism ϕ factors through the quotient M/(M 6 gλ).
In particular, we have ı!λ ◦ ıλ = IdI6λ for all λ ∈ P∆ and the collection of functors {ıλ ◦ ı
!
λ : λ ∈ P∆}
defines a decreasing filtration on any module M ∈ I:
FλM := (M 6 λ) = submodule generated by Mµ with µλ.
We have λ 6 µ implies FλM ⊃ FµM and ıλ(ı
!
λ(M)) = M/F
λM . Moreover, for all modules M ∈ I we
have its presentation as the inverse limit:
M = lim
←−
λ∈P∆
ıλ(ı
!
λ(M)).
where the limit is taken with respect to the aforementioned partial ordering on P∆.
Recall that the standard module ∆(λ, k) was defined as the universal highest weight g-module gen-
erated by a highest weight vector pλ of weight λ and degree k. By definition, ∆(λ, k) belongs to I
6λ
and universality means that it is a projective cover of L(λ, k) in I6λ. Moreover, the weight subspace of
the weight λ in the standard module ∆(λ) is the quotient of U(g0>0) by annihilation ideal J
λ and was
denoted by Aλ.
Lemma 3.34. The quotient category I=λ := I6λ/I<λ is equivalent to the category of graded Aλ-modules.
Proof. Let M belongs to I6λ. The universal enveloping algebra U(g0>0) acts on the weight subspace
Mλ. Moreover, this action factors through the annihilation ideal Jλ which is known to act by zero
on a universal highest weight module ∆(λ). Consequently, the assignment M 7→ Mλ defines a functor
rλ : I
6λ → Aλ-mod.
Notice that the standard module ∆(λ) = ∆(λ, 0) is a (g, g0>0)-bimodule with respect to the following
action:
∀x ∈ U(g), y ∈ U(g0>0) u ∈ U(g) we set (x, y) · u(pλ) := x(u(y(pλ))
To ensure that this action is well defined it is enough to notice that for all y ∈ U(g0>0) the element y(pλ)
is a highest weight vector of weight λ and, from universality properties of standard modules, we know
that u(pλ) = 0 implies u(y(pλ)) = 0. Therefore, the assignment K 7→ ∆(λ) ⊗Aλ K defines a functor
r!λ : A
λ-mod→ I6λ that is left adjoint to the functor rλ:
HomI6λ(∆(λ)⊗Aλ K,M) = HomAλ-mod(K,M
λ)
Since ∆(λ)λ ≃ Aλ we have
rλ ◦ r
!
λ = (∆(λ)⊗Aλ -)
λ = (Aλ ⊗Aλ -)
λ = IdAλ-mod.
Moreover, M ∈ I<λ if and only if rλ(M) = M
λ = 0 and, consequently, the category of graded Aλ-
modules is canonically isomorphic to the quotient category I6λ/I<λ. Finally, two modules M,N ∈ I6λ
are isomorphic in the quotient category I=λ if and only if their λ-weight subspaces are isomorphic.
1We factor a module by its submodule generated by (highest) weight vectors of weights not less or equal than λ.
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In the proof of above Lemma 3.34 we also defined an exact functor rλ : I
6λ → Aλ-mod which is just
taking the weight subspace of weight λ. Moreover, tensoring from the left by the standard module we
defined its left adjoint functor. We summarize all defined functors in the following diagram:
I
M 7→M/(M 6 λ) //
I6λ⊥
M←M
oo
M 7→Mλ
⊥ // I
=λ ≃ Aλ-mod
∆(λ)⊗
U(g0
>0)
K←K
oo
(3.35)
The subsequent last property explains why we consider a partial ordering on the set of weights rather
than the total linear ordering of weights.
Lemma 3.36. The standard module ∆(λ, k) remains to be a projective cover of L(λ, k) in the category
I6{λ,µ1,...,µk} for any collection of pairwise incomparable dominant weights {λ, µ1, . . . , µk} ⊂ P∆.
Proof. Let M belongs to I6{λ,µ1,...,µk} what means that Mα 6= 0 implies that either α 6 λ or α 6 µ1,
or . . . , or α 6 µk. If the map M → L(λ, k) of graded g-modules is nontrivial then there exists a vector
v ∈ Mk of weight λ whose image ϕ(v) is a highest weight vector of L(λ, k). Since the weights λ and
µi’s are incomparable each vector v of weight λ is a highest weight vector and, therefore, there is a map
∆(λ)→M which lifts the map pλ to v. Hence, ∆(λ) is projective in I
6{λ,µ1,...,µk}
In the next section we will give the definition of a highest weight category formalizing the existence
of Diagram (3.35) and property of Lemma 3.36.
Remark 3.37. One can complete a given partial ordering on P∆ to a total linear ordering of this set. Then
Lemma 3.36 may be omitted and canonical filtrations Fλ and Fλ become a decreasing (resp. increasing)
Z+-filtrations.
3.2 Abstract categorical setup
Let C be an abelian category with the set of simples (up to isomorphism) indexed by a set Υ and assume
there is a given map ρ : Υ→ Ξ to the partially ordered set (Ξ,6): such that for all elements λ ∈ Ξ there
are only finitely many µ that are less or equal than λ. The elements of Ξ will be referred as weights and
the function ρ is called the weight function.
For any α ∈ Υ we denote by L(α) the corresponding simple and by P(α) a projective cover of L(α)
which is unique up to natural isomorphism. We require the following finiteness assumptions:2 each object
M ∈ C admits a decreasing filtration
M = F 0M ←֓ F 1M ←֓ F 2M ←֓ . . . ←֓ (3.38)
whose successive quotients F iM/F i+1M are simple objects. There is no canonical choice of such a
filtration, but what is important for us is that there exists a bounded from below filtration. The number
of times that L(α) appears as a successive quotient is called the Jordan-Ho¨lder multiplicity of L(α) in
M and is denoted by [M : L(α)]. We suppose that this multiplicity is finite for all α ∈ Υ. In general,
this multiplicity may be infinite. However, the further conclusions about highest weight categories deals
with concrete identities for these multiplicities, so it is better to have a reasonable way to count these
multiplicities even if they are infinite.
With any λ ∈ Ξ we associate the Serre subcategory C6λ (C<λ) generated by irreducibles L(µ) with
ρ(µ) 6 λ (with ρ(µ) < λ respectively). Similarly, any given subset S of pairwise incomparable elements of
Ξ defines the Serre subcategory C6S generated by irreducibles L(µ) with ρ(µ) less or equal than at least
one of the elements of the subset S. Denote the quotient category C6λ/C<λ by C=λ. Let ıλ : C
6λ → C
be the embedding functor and rλ : C
6λ → C=λ be a projection functor. This functors are exact by
construction.
2in general there is a big freedom in the possible choice of particular finiteness conditions, but some conditions are always
have to be required.
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Definition 3.39. An abelian category C with enough projectives is called a Highest Weight Category if
the following is satisfied:
(h1) for each subset S ∈ Ξ of pairwise incomparable elements the embedding functor ıS : C
6S → C
admits a left adjoint ı!S functor such that ı
!
S ◦ ıS = IdC6S and for each module M ∈ C the inverse limit
(lim
←−λ∈Ξ
ıλ(ı
!
λ(M))) with respect to the partial ordering on Ξ is isomorphic to M .
(h2) the projection functor rλ : C
6λ → C=λ has a left adjoint functor r!λ.
(h3) for each subset of pairwise incomparable elements S ⊂ Ξ, each λ ∈ S and α ∈ ρ−1(λ) the
projective cover of L(α) in C6λ and in C6S are isomorphic in C. The latter object is called standard and
is denoted by ∆(α). That is
∆(α) := ıλ(ı
!
λ(P(α)) = ıS(ı
!
S(P(α)).
(h4) for all α ∈ Υ there exists a maximal essential extension of L(α) called proper standard and
denoted by ∇(α) such that the simple subquotients of ∇(α)/L(α) are of the form L(β) with ρ(β) < ρ(α).
In particular, for any pair of incomparable elements λ, µ ∈ Ξ and ∀α ∈ ρ−1(λ) we have the following
diagram of adjunctions:
C
ı!
λ,µ
⊥
//
C6{λ,µ}
ı!λ
⊥
//
ıλ,µ
oo C
6λ
ıλ
oo
rλ
⊥ // C
=λ
r
!
λoo
P(α) // ∆(α) // ∆(α)
(3.40)
If the ordering on Ξ is total ordering then the middle term C6{λ,µ} is omitted and the condition (h3)
disappears.
Similarly to the definition of the standard object with each α
ρ
7→ λ ∈ Ξ we set the proper standard
object ∆(α) to be the universal object in C6λ which surjects on the simple object L(α) and the kernel of
this surjection does not have L(α′) with ρ(α′) = λ in the Jordan-Ho¨lder decomposition. By definition,
the proper standard object ∆(λ) coincides with the image of a simple object under the left adjoint functor
r!λ:
for λ = ρ(α) we have ∀M ∈ C6λ HomC6λ(∆(α),M) ≃ HomC=λ(rλ(L(α)), rλ(M)).
Converse, the proper costandard object ∇(α) is the image of the right adjoint functor to the projection
functor:
for λ = ρ(α) we have ∀M ∈ C6λ HomC6λ(M,∇(α)) ≃ HomC=λ(rλ(M), rλ(L(α))).
Lemma 3.41. Let M belongs to C6λ and rλ(M) 6= 0 then there exists an element α ∈ ρ
−1(λ) such that
dimHomC(∆(α),M) > 0 and dimHomC(M,∇(α)) > 0.
Proof. The condition rλ(M) 6= 0 means that there exists α ∈ ρ
−1(λ) such that [M : L(α)] > 0 for
α ∈ ρ−1(λ) then Consider a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of M as it is in (3.38). Let k be the minimal integer
number such that corresponding quotient F kM/F k+1M is isomorphic to L(α′) with α′ ∈ ρ−1(λ). We
have the following commutative diagrams:
∆(α′)
∃
{{ 
∇(α′)
F kM // // _

L(α′) // // 0 0 // L(α′)
OO
//M/F k+1M
∃
ee
M M
OOOO
Note that the multiplicity of L(α′) in M/F kM is equal to 1 and no other factors with the same weight
λ appears in Jordan–Ho¨lder decomposition of M/F kM . Hence, the dotted arrows in the Diagram above
exists due to universality properties of standard and proper costandard modules.
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Corollary 3.42. For all M ∈ C<λ there exists µ with ρ(µ) < λ such that dimHom(M,∇(µ)) > 0.
Example 3.43. Let gA = n+ ⊕ h ⊕ n− be the Kac–Moody Lie algebra associated with the Cartan
matrix A and a root system Π. The BGG category O = O(gA) is the subcategory of finitely generated
gA-modules such that
(O1) the action of h is semisimple,
(O2) the nilpotent subalgebra n+ acts locally finite.
The irreducible objects inO are numbered by h-weights and we denote by L(λ) the maximal irreducible
quotient of the Verma module Indg
A
h⊕n+
Cλ of the highest weight λ ∈ h∗.
Proposition. ([4]) The BGG category O(gA) is a highest weight category with respect to the following
partial ordering on irreducibles:
λ 6 µ
def
⇐⇒ λ− µ ∈ Z+(Φ+), and ∃ω ∈W : µ = ω · λ
The standard and proper standard modules coincide with corresponding Verma module; Respectively co-
standard modules are isomorphic to dual Verma modules:
∆(λ) = ∆(λ) = Indg
A
h⊕n+
Cλ; ∇(λ) = ∆(λ)
X
Previous Subsection 3.1 was devoted to explain the following
Proposition 3.44. The partial ordering >g on the set of dominant weights P∆ defined by (1.9) and the
forgetful map P∆ × Z → P∆ from the set of irreducibles {L(λ, k) : λ ∈ P∆, k ∈ Z} defines a structure of
a highest weight category on I(g).
3.3 Stratified categories
In this section we give a definition of a stratified category and then show several equivalent properties
for a highest weight category to be stratified. The notion of stratified categories was introduced in [13]
motivated by generalization of BGG reciprocity discovered for the category O in [4].
Definition 3.45. A highest weight category C is called stratified iff for all α ∈ Υ there exists an
epimorphism P(α)։ ∆(α) whose kernel admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic to ∆(β)
with ρ(β) > ρ(α).
Example 3.46. [4] The BGG category O(g) (Example (3.43)) is stratified.
The following Theorem gives useful criterions on a highest weight category to be stratified.
Theorem 3.47. The following conditions on a highest weight category C are equivalent
(S1) The category C is stratified.
(S2) The functor ıλ between derived categories D(C
6λ) → D(C) is fully faithful. In other words, for all
modules M,N ∈ C6λ the derived homomorphisms in the categories C6λ and C are the same:
Ext
q
C6λ(M,N) = Ext
q
C(ıλ(M), ıλ(N)).
(S3) For all λ, µ ∈ Υ we have the following vanishing conditions
dimExtiC(∆(λ),∇(µ)) =
{
1, if λ = µ & i = 0,
0, otherwise.
(3.48)
(S4) The second extension group Ext2C(∆(λ),∇(µ)) = 0 vanishes for all λ, µ ∈ Υ.
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Proof. We will prove implications in the following order: (S1)⇒ (S2)⇒ (S3)⇒ (S4)⇒ (S1)
[(S1) ⇒ (S2)] The triangulated category D−
6λ(C) is the category of bounded from above complexes
of modules from C whose homology groups belongs to C6λ. Its left orthogonal triangulated subcategory
⊥D−
6λ(C) is generated by projective modules P(ν) with ρ(ν) 6 λ because
∀µ with ρ(µ) 6 λ RHomC(P(µ),M) = HomC(L(µ),M) = 0 ⇐⇒ M ∈ D
−
6λ(C).
Let us show that for each projective module P(µ) we have an exact triangle X → P(µ) → ı!λ(P(µ))
with X ∈ ⊥D−
6λ(C). Indeed, it is enough to show that the kernel of the map P(µ) → ı
!
λ(P(µ)) admits
a projective resolution with successive quotients isomorphic to P(ν) with ν 6 λ. If ρ(µ) is not less or
equal to λ then ı!λ(P(µ)) = 0 and the exact triangle collapses to a trivial short exact sequence P(µ) →
P(µ) → 0. If ρ(µ) 6 λ then the condition (S1) of a stratified category implies that the kernel of the
map P(µ) → ı!λ(P(µ)) admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic to ∆(ν) with ρ(ν) 6 λ.
Hence, the considered kernel has a projective cover P with successive quotients isomorphic to P(ν) with
ρ(ν) 6 λ. The kernel of the map P→ P(µ) also admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic
to ∆(ν) with ρ(ν) 6 λ. Using the induction by partially ordered set Ξ we get a resolution
P
q
→ P(µ)→ ı!λ(P(µ))→ 0,
such that for all i the corresponding module Pi admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic
to P(ν) with ρ(ν) 6 λ.
Consequently, the left adjoint functor ı¯!λ : D
−(C) → D−
6λ(C) to the embedding functor between
triangulated categories has zero higher derived on projectives and, therefore, coincides with the left
derived of the corresponding adjoint functor between abelian categories L
q
ı!λ : D
−(C) → D−(C6λ). In
particular, this implies that D−(C6λ) and D−
6λ(C) are isomorphic.
[(S2) ⇒ (S3)] In order to show the vanishing of derived homomorphisms between standard and
proper costandard it is enough to use their universality. Indeed, if ρ(λ) > ρ(µ) then ∆(λ) is projective
in C6ρ(λ). Hence, Ext>0C (∆(λ),∇(µ)) = Ext
>0
C6ρ(λ)
(∆(λ),∇(µ)) = 0. Similarly, if ρ(µ) > ρ(λ) then
Ext>0
C6ρ(µ)
(∆(λ),∇(µ)) = 0 because ∇(µ) is almost injective in C6ρ(µ). If ρ(λ) and ρ(µ) are incomparable
then the condition (h3) of a highest weight category says that ∆(λ) is projective in C6{ρ(λ),ρ(µ)} and we
also get vanishings of higher extension groups.
[(S3) ⇒ (S4)] Condition (S4) is a particular case of (S3) and we just pointed it out in order to
underline that it is enough to check the Ext-vanishing only in degree 2.
[(S4) ⇒ (S1)] Let P(µ) be the projective cover of L(µ) and let P(µ)6λ := ı
!
λP(µ) be its image
in C6λ. Let us prove by induction in λ that P(µ)6λ/P(µ)<λ has a filtration with successive quotients
isomorphic to ∆(α) with ρ(α) = λ. Indeed, denote by P(µ)λ the maximal quotient of P(µ)6λ whose
irreducibles are isomorphic to L(α) with ρ(α) = λ. The projective cover ∆(P(µ)λ) ։ P(µ)λ admits
a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic to standard modules ∆(α) with ρ(α) = λ. Since the
quotient P(µ)6λ/P(µ)<λ is generated by irreducibles whose weight is equal to λ we get the following
exact sequence
0 // K // ∆(P(µ)λ)
κ // P(µ)6λ // P(µ)<λ // 0 (3.49)
where K is the kernel of the map κ. Note that K belongs to C<λ. Thus, thanks to Corollary 3.42 if K
is different from 0 then there exists ν with ρ(ν) < λ such that dimHom(K,∇(ν)) > 0. Let us apply
RHomC6λ(-,∇(ν)) to the exact sequence 3.49 and get a contradiction.
Indeed, first, ∀α ∈ ρ−1(λ) there are no nontrivial homomorphisms ∆(α) → ∇(ν) since ν < λ and,
consequently, no nontrivial homomorphisms from ∆(P(µ)λ) to ∇(ν). Second, Ext
1(∆(µ),∇(ν)) is always
zero, because for each short exact sequence 0 → ∇(ν) → Q → ∆(µ) → 0 the middle object Q belongs
either to C6ρ(µ) if ρ(µ) > ρ(ν), or to C6{ρ(µ),ρ(ν)} if µ and ν are incomparable, or belongs to C6ρ(ν) if
ρ(ν) > ρ(µ). In the first two cases one has the splitting map ∆(µ)→ Q because it is projective in C6ρ(µ)
and in C6{ρ(µ),ρ(ν)}. In the last case ρ(ν) > ρ(µ) there exists a splitting map Q → ∇(ν) because the
multiplicity of L(ν) in both ∇(ν) and in Q is equal to 1 and ∇(ν) is injective hull with this property. The
condition (S4) says that Ext2(∆(µ),∇(ν)) = 0 for all µ. From the induction hypothesis we know that
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P(µ)<λ admits a filtration with successive quotient isomorphic to ∆(β) with ρ(µ) 6 ρ(β) < λ. Therefore,
we have the following vanishing
Ext2C6λ(P(µ)<λ,∇(ν)) = Ext
1
C6λ(P(µ)<λ,∇(ν)) = 0
All higher derived homomorphisms from P(µ)6λ to any module in C
6λ vanishes because it is projective
in C6λ. Therefore, from the long exact sequence of RHom(-,∇(ν)) we see that there is no possibility to
have a nontrivial homomorphism from K to ∇(ν) what may happen only if K = 0.
Corollary 3.50. If a highest weight category C is stratified then the functor r!λ : C
=λ → C6λ is exact for
all λ.
Proof. Since the category is stratified for all µ we have that ı!λ(P(µ)) admits a filtration whose successive
quotients are isomorphic to ∆(ν) with ρ(µ) 6 ρ(ν) 6 λ. Consequently, the quotient category C=λ is
generated by ∆(α) with ρ(α) = λ. In particular, for any M ∈ C=λ its image r!λ(M) admits a resolution
Q
q
by standard modules ∆(α) with ρ(α) = λ. Since rλ is an exact functor and maps projectives to
projectives. We get rλ(r
!
λ(Q
q
)) is a projective resolution ofM = rλ(r
!
λ(M)). Moreover, whenever ρ(α) = λ
we have r!λ(rλ(∆(α))) = ∆(α) and r
!
λ maps this resolution to a projective resolution r
!
λ(rλ(Q
q
)) = Q
q
.
Therefore, all higher derived functors of r!λ vanishes and, thus, r
!
λ is exact.
3.4 Criterion for I(g) to be stratified
Let us present several necessary and sufficient conditions on a graded Lie algebra g in order to have the
BGG reciprocity for the highest weight category I(g). We will illustrate how to use these conditions on
the number of examples in the subsequent Section 4 below.
Recall that for a graded Lie algebra g with anti-involution we defined the generalization of Macdonald
pairing (1.12) and defined the generalized Macdonald polynomial 1.20 as orthogonalization of the Schur
basis sλ = χg0(L(λ)) with respect to the partial ordering on weights (1.9).
Theorem 3.51. The category I(g) for a graded Lie algebra with anti-involution is stratified if and only
if for all λ ∈ P∆ the character of the proper standard module ∇(λ) is given by the generalized Macdonald
polynomial Pλ and the character of standard module ∆(λ) is given by the generalized dual Macdonald
polynomial Qλ.
Proof. The only if part of this theorem was explained in Section 2.3. Let us explain the implication in
the opposite direction. Recall, that projective covers of irreducibles {P(λ) : λ ∈ P∆} and irreducibles
{L(λ) : λ ∈ P∆} form a pair of dual basis in the Grothendieck ring. Respectively their characters form
a pair of dual basis in the ring of symmetric functions. Macdonald polynomials Pλ and dual Macdonald
polynomials form another pair of dual basis in the ring of symmetric functions. Letmλ,µ be the transition
matrix from Macdonald polynomials to Schur functions. That is:
Pµ =
∑
λ
mλ,µ(q)sλ =
∑
λ
∑
k>0
mλ,µ,kq
ksλ =⇒ 〈χ(P(λ)), Pµ〉 = mλ,µ(q).
Consequently,
χ(P(λ)) =
∑
µ
mλ,µ
Pµ
〈Pµ, Pµ〉
=
∑
µ
mλ,µQµ =
∑
µ
∑
k>0
mλ,µ,kq
kQµ. (3.52)
Consider the standard filtration ıµ(ı
!
µ(P(λ))) of a projective cover P(λ). We have that P(λ) has a filtration
with successive quotients isomorphic to the factor of ∆(µ, k)cλ,µ,k by the module denoted by Kλ,µ,k. Here
cλ,µ,k = dimHomg(P(λ),∇(µ,−k)) = dimHomg0(L(λ),∇(µ,−k)) = dimHomg0(∆(µ, k), L(λ))
Thus, we have equality:∑
µ
∑
k>0
mλ,µ,kq
kQµ = χ(P(λ)) = χ(⊕∆(µ, k)
mλ,µ,k/Kλ,µ,k) =
∑
µ
∑
k>0
mλ,µ,kq
kQµ − χ(Kλ,µ,k).
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Since χ(Kλ,µ,k) are Schur positive we conclude that Kλ,µ,k = 0. Consequently, the projective cover P(λ)
admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic to standard modules and the triangular condition
follows from the observation that the multiplicity of an irreducible L(λ, k) in the proper standard module
∆(µ, 0) is different from zero only if λ 6 µ because ∆ is a highest weight module. Finally, we have that
the category I is stratified.
Corollary 3.53. The highest weight category of the modules over Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x] with g simply
laced is stratified. For non-simply laced g the result follows from [9].
Proof. G.Fourier and P. Littlemann proved in [16] that for a simply laced g the proper standard modules
(also known as local Weyl modules) coincide with Demazure modules and their characters are given
by Macdonald polynomials. For non-simply laced g the result about characters and even about BGG
reciprocity is announced in [9].
The proofs of BGG reciprocity for sln ⊗ C[x] given in [2] and in [9] for general g are similar to the
methods used in our proof of Theorem 3.51 and Corollary 3.53 However, it is known that for g not simply
laced local Weyl modules are greater than Demazure modules. We insist that it is better to find another
criterion of BGG reciprocity in order to prove it for g⊗ C[x] using general categorical setup.
Proposition 3.54. 1. If the highest weight category I(g) is stratified then the following properties are
satisfied:
(f1) the relative Lie algebra cohomology of g is equal to the absolute cohomology of the Lie
algebra g0/([g+, g−]):
H
q
(g, g0;C) = H
q
(g0/(g0 ∩ [g+, g−]);C) (3.55)
(f2) The graded characters of standard and proper standard modules yield the factorization
property for all λ ∈ P∆:
χq-g0(∆(λ, 0)) = χq-g0(∆(λ, 0)) · χq(∆(λ, 0)
λ). (3.56)
Moreover, if the Lie algebra g admits an anti-involution and the notion of generalized Macdonald
polynomials Pλ are well defined and
(f3) the generating series of the weight subspace χq(∆(λ, 0)
λ) is equal to the inverse of the
constant term 〈Pλ, Pλ〉g.
Before going to the proof of Proposition we state
Conjecture 3.57. Properties (f1)–(f3) implies that the highest weight category I(g) is stratified (for a
graded Lie algebra with anti-involution).
Proof. We notice that 0 is the unique minimal element in P∆. The categories C
60 and C=0 are the same
and coincide with the category of graded g-modules with the trivial action of g+ and g−. Consequently,
the category C=0 is the category of modules over the quotient of the Lie algebra g by the ideal generated
by subalgebras g+ and g−. The latter Lie algebra coincides with the quotient of the Lie algebra g0 by
the ideal generated by [g+, g−]. Thus the coincidence of group of derived endomorphisms of C in I60
and in I looks as follows:
H
q
(g, g0;C) = Ext
q
I(g)(C,C) = Ext
q
g0
(g0∩[g+,g−])
-mod
(C,C) = H
q
(
g0
(g0 ∩ [g+, g−])
;C).
and we get the condition (f1) In particular, we have ∆(0, 0) is a trivial module C and ∆(0, 0) is isomorphic
to the universal enveloping U( g
0
(g0∩[g+,g−])
). In particular, if the Lie algebra g0/(g0∩ [g+, g−]) is trivial (as
it is in all our examples) then the relative cohomology of g are necessary trivial.
Recall from Lemma 3.34 that the category I=λ is canonically isomorphic to the category of Aλ-
modules. Where Aλ is the quotient of the universal enveloping algebra U(g0>0) by the annihilation ideal
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Jλ and is canonically isomorphic to the weight subspace ∆(λ, 0)λ of weight λ. The PBW theorem implies
that any element of the module ∆(λ, k) may be presented in the form x · y · pλ with y ∈ U(g
0
>0) and
x ∈ U(g−) Consequently, there is a surjection of vector spaces ∆(λ, k) ⊗ Aλ ։ ∆(λ, k). Note that
irreducibles in the category of graded Aλ modules are just trivial one-dimensional modules placed in
appropriate degree. Hence, the graded Aλ-module is projective if and only if it is a free Aλ module.
Thus, the functor
r!λ = ∆(λ) ⊗
U(g0>0)
- : Aλ-mod→ I6λ
is exact if and only if we have factorization of characters (3.56). This leads to the condition (f2).
The third condition (f3) has been already proven in Theorem 2.29.
3.5 Excellent filtrations, BGG reciprocity and Tilting modules
In this subsection we recall some classical properties of stratified categories. All statements as well as
their proofs seems to be standard and may be found in the literature (see e.g. [13, 21, 29]). However, to
make the text self contained we sketch the proofs as well. In this section we assume that category C is a
highest weight category.
Recall that any module M ∈ C has a filtration by partially ordered set Ξ:
λ > µ⇒ ıλı
!
λM ։ ıµı
!
µM and M = lim←−
λ∈Ξ
ıλı
!
λM. (3.58)
Each successive quotient in this filtration is generated by irreducibles objects with the same weight.
Hence, there exists a subfiltration such that successive quotients are quotients of standard modules:
∀M ∈ C ∃F
q
M such that grF
q
M ≃ ⊕α∈Υ∆(α)
mα/Kα (3.59)
where the dimension mα may be computed using proper costandard modules. For λ = ρ(α) we have:
mα = dimHomC=λ
(
rλ(ı
!
λ(M)), rλL(α)
)
= dimHomC6λ
(
ı!λ(M),∇(α)
)
=
= dimHomC(M, ıλ(∇(α))) = dimHomC(M,∇(α)) (3.60)
The first equality says that mα is the number of subquotients in ı
!
λM generated by L(α). The second
equality follows from the universal properties of proper standard modules We use the adjunction of ı!λ
and ıλ in the third equality. It is natural to discuss modules with empty kernels Kα for all α ∈ Υ as a
separate subcategory.
Definition 3.61. We say that a module M ∈ C has an excellent filtration (or ∆-filtration) if there exists
a filtration whose successive quotients are standard modules.
Note that a module M admits an excellent ∆–filtration if and only if for all λ ∈ Ξ the quotient
ı6λı
!
6λM/(ı<λı
!
<λM) has a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic to ∆(α) with ρ(α) = λ.
Proposition 3.62. If the category C is stratified and a module M ∈ C admits an excellent ∆-filtration if
and only if Ext1C(M,∇(α)) = 0 for all α ∈ Υ. In this case the number [M : ∆(α)] of successive quotients
of M isomorphic to ∆(α) is equal to the dimension of HomC(M,∇(α)).
Proof. The category C is stratified and, therefore, we can use the vanishing of higher extension groups be-
tween standard and proper standard modules that is an equivalent condition (s4) of Theorem 3.47. There-
fore, for each short exact sequence 0→M → N → ∆(λ)→ 0 we have Ext1(N,∇(µ)) = Ext1(M,∇(µ))
for all µ. Moreover, if both M and N admits an excellent filtration we have identity for multiplicities
[M : ∆(λ)] = [N : ∆(λ)] + 1, and dimHom(M,∇(λ)) = dimHom(N,∇(λ)) + 1.
Note that the number of successive quotient isomorphic to the standard module ∆(λ) with given λ is
finite. Therefore, the only if part is proved by induction by the number of successive quotients.
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Assume that a module M has zero Ext1(M,∇(µ)) for all µ. By induction we may assume that M
belongs to C6λ and that for objects of C<λ the statements of the proposition are proven. Consider a
short exact sequence
0 // ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M))→M
//M/ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M))
// 0
Then there are no homomorphism from the quotient module to the proper costandard ∇(µ) with ρ(µ) <
ρ(λ) and by induction assumption we know that the submodule ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M)) admits an excellent filtration.
Hence, taking RHom(-,∇(µ)) we get an isomorphism between the first extension groups:
Ext1C(M,∇(µ)) = Ext
1
C(M/ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M)),∇(µ))
Therefore, it remains to show that the quotient module admits an excellent filtration. However, the
quotient module is covered by a module which admits a filtration with successive quotients isomorphic
to standard modules:
0 // K // r!λ(rλ(M/ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M))))
//M/ı<λ(ı
!
<λ(M))
// 0
such that the kernel K belongs to the subcategory C<λ. Taking RHom(-,∇(µ)) we get an isomorphism
Hom(K,∇(µ)) = Ext1(M,∇(µ)) = 0 for all µ ∈ Υ with ρ(µ) < λ. Hence, K = 0, since otherwise
there exists µ ∈ Υ with ρ(µ) < λ such that dimHom(K,∇(µ)) > 0. Thus, the quotient module is
isomorphic to the sum of standard modules ∆(λ) with the number of standard subfactors equals to
dimHom(M,∇(λ)).
Proposition 3.63. If the category I is stratified then for all pairs of elements λ, µ ∈ Υ the multiplicity
of the number of standard modules of weight µ in the projective cover P(λ) is equal to the multiplicity of
irreducible L(λ) in the proper (co)standard.
[P(λ) : ∆(µ)] = [∇(µ) : L(λ)].
Proof. For all λ ∈ Ξ and all modules M we have an identity
dimHom(P(λ),M) = [M : L(λ)]
because both sides are additive with respect to short exact sequences. In particular, we have [∇(µ) :
L(λ)] = dimHom(P(λ),∇(µ)) and thanks to Proposition 3.62 the latter dimension is equal to the mul-
tiplicity of ∆(µ) in P(λ).
Corollary 3.64. If for a Z+-graded Lie algebra g the category I(g) is stratified then each projective cover
admits a filtration by standard modules and the following identity on multiplicities holds
[P(λ, 0) : ∆(µ, k)] = [∇(µ, k) : L(λ, 0)]
If, in addition the Lie algebra has a graded anti-involution then one has:
[P(λ, 0) : ∆(µ, k)] = [∇(µ, k) : L(λ, 0)] = [∆(µ, 0) : L(λ, k)]
Proof. Follows from Propositions 3.63 and 2.27.
Corollary 3.65. For all pairs λ, µ ∈ Υ such that ρ(λ) 6 ρ(µ) we have vanishing of higher extension
groups:
Ext>0C (∆(λ),∆(µ)) = 0
One can also define a dual filtration. We say that a module M ∈ C admits an ∇–excellent filtration
if there exists a filtration whose successive quotients are isomorphic to proper costandard modules. The
same criterion is applied for this kind of filtration
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Proposition 3.66. A module M ∈ C admits an ∇-excellent filtration if and only if Ext1(∆(λ),M) = 0
for all λ ∈ Ξ. In this case the number of subfactors isomorphic to ∇(µ) is equal to dimHom(∆(µ),M).
Definition 3.67. We say that a module M is tilting if it is both ∆-filtered and ∇-filtered.
For each λ ∈ Υ let {µ0, . . . , µk} be the set of all elements in Ξ which are less or equal than ρ(λ).
We number them in the linear order refining the partial ordering on Ξ. That is µi 6 µj implies i < j,
in particular µk = ρ(λ). We set Tk(λ) := ∆(λ) and the object Ti−1 is defined as the natural central
extension:
0 // Ti(λ) // Ti−1(λ) // ⊕α∈ρ−1(µi−1)∆(α)
dimExt1(∆(α),Ti(λ)) // 0
Lemma 3.68. The object T (λ) := T0(λ) is tilting and does not depend on the choice of refinement of the
partial ordering. T (λ) is a tilting hull of ∆(λ) and each tilting module is a direct sum of modules T (λ).
Proof. Module T (λ) admits a filtration by ∆(µi) with µi 6 λ by construction. Moreover, we have
vanishing Ext1(∆(α), Tj(λ)) = 0 for all α ∈ Υ such that ρ(α) = µi with i > j from the central extension
construction. In particular, Ext1(∆(α), T (λ)) = 0 for all α with ρ(α) 6 ρ(λ). Corollary 3.65 implies that
there are no Ext(∆(µ), T (λ)) for all µ with ρ(µ) 6 λ because T (λ) is filtered by ∆(µi) with µi 6 λ.
One can use the theory of tilting modules in order to define an equivalence between the derived
categories assigned with abelian category C and the category of right modules over End(⊕λ∈Υ T (λ))
denoted by CX. One can show that the category CX is stratified with respect to the opposite partial
ordering and one ends with an appropriate notion of Ringel duality. We refer for detailed discussion to
I. Losev and to Section 2 of [29] in particular.
The drawback of this construction is that the general theory of stratified categories does not say
anything about tensor product of modules. In particular, there may exists a graded Lie algebra g such
that the decomposition of the tensor product of a pair of tilting modules over g is not isomorphic to a
direct sum of tilting modules.
4 Examples
4.1 Representations with empty zero weight
In this subsection we show several examples of graded Lie algebras where the criterion of Corollary 3.54
is satisfied by obvious reasons.
Corollary 4.69. If the quotient subalgebra of zero weight g0>0 of a graded Lie algebra g is empty and the
relative cohomology H
q
(g, g0;C) is trivial then the category I(g) is stratified.
Proof. If g0>0 is empty then any quotient of U(g
0
>0) is isomorphic to C and the category of Aλ-modules
is just the category of vector spaces for all λ. Standard modules and proper standard modules coincides.
The functor r!λ is exact. Together with the vanishing of higher relative cohomology we get the necessary
condition of Corollary 3.54 and the category I is stratified.
Example 4.70. Let T (3) be an 11-dimensional Lie algebra with T (3)0 ≃ sl3, T (3)1 ≃sl3 C
3 = 〈x1, x2, x3〉
is a tautological vector representation of sl3 and T (3)2 ≃ Λ
2(C3) ≃ (C3)∗ = 〈x12, x23, x13〉 is its dual
representation. The commutator [T (3)1, T (3)1]→ T (3)2 is a unique nontrivial sl3-invariant map:
[x1, x2] = x12, [x2, x3] = x23, [x1, x3] = x13
Proposition 4.71. The category I(T (3)) is stratified.
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Proof. We apply Corollary 4.69. Indeed, there is obviously no vectors of weight zero in neither C3 nor
Λ2C3. The relative homological Chevalley Eilenberg complex looks as follows:
0 // C〈
( x1∧x2∧x13∧x23+
x2∧x3∧x12∧x13+
x3∧x1∧x12∧x23
)
〉 // C〈
(x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3),
(x12 ∧ x23 ∧ x13)
〉 // C〈(x1 ∧ x23 − x2 ∧ x13 + x3 ∧ x12)〉 // 0
and is acyclic.
This example has the following generalization in higher dimensions.
Example 4.72. Let T (3n) be the Z+-graded Lie superalgebra with
T (3n)0 ≃ sl3n, T (3n)1 ≃ Λ
nC3n, T (3n)2 ≃ Λ
2nC3n, T (3n)i = 0 for i > 2.
The graded component T (3n)1 is odd with respect to the Lie suparalgebra structure if n is even. If n is
odd then T (3n) is a Lie algebra with empty super part. The unique gl3n equivariant map
for n odd Λ2(ΛnC3n)→ Λ2nC3n,
for n even S2(ΛnC3n)→ Λ2nC3n,
(4.73)
defines all nontrivial commutators in the nilpotent ideal T (3n)>0.
Proposition 4.74. The category I(T (3n)) is stratified.
Proof. Once again proposition follows from Corollary 4.69. Indeed there is obviously no vectors of weight
zero neither in ΛnC3n nor in its dual representation Λ2nC3n. The relative Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
is the complex of invariants [
⊕
i,j>0
Λ
q
(ΛnC3n)⊗ Λ
q
(Λ2nC3n)
]sl3n
with differential given by contraction with Λ3nC3n that maps Λi ⊗ Λj 7→ Λi−2 ⊗ Λj+1. The direct check
that all bigraded components [Λi⊗Λj]sl3n are eigen spaces for Laplace operator with nonzero eigen value.
Consequently, the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg complex is indeed acyclic.
In order to ensure the reader that modules with empty zero weight is not so rare we add the following
Lemma:
Lemma 4.75. Let V ≃ ⊕λ∈P∆ L(λ)
mλ be a finite-dimensional representation over a semisimple Lie
algebra g. Then
• V has empty zero weight if and only if mλ = 0 for all λ ∈ Q;
• V is self-dual iff ∀λ mλ = m−ω0(λ), where ω0 is the longest element in the Weyl group.
Proof. The weights of universal enveloping algebra U(g0) belongs to the root lattice Q. Thus the highest
weight vector pλ belongs to the submodule generated by a vector of zero weight only if λ ∈ Q. Moreover,
∀λ ∈ Q ∪ P∆ the dimension of L(λ)
0 is greater than zero.
The highest weight vector of the representation dual to L(λ) is equal to minus weight of the lowest
weight vector. Thus L(λ)∗ ≃ L(−ω0(λ)).
Unfortunately, if a graded Lie algebra g has empty zero weight of radical g>0 and admits an anti-
involution then the relative Lie algebra homology H
q
(g, g0;C) are nontrivial and I(g) may not be strat-
ified.
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4.2 Parabolic subalgebras
Example 1 of parabolic subalgebra of a Kac–Moody Lie algebra sounds to be interesting, but unfortu-
nately in most of the cases the corresponding relative Lie algebra cohomology are nontrivial and thus the
theory of stratified categories may not be applied..
Recall, that to a Graph Γ we can assign a Kac–Moody Lie algebra gΓ whose simple roots are numbered
by vertices of a graph. Let 〈eα, hα, fα〉 be an sl2-triple associated with a simple root α. With a proper
subgraph S ⊂ Γ one assigns the corresponding Kac–Moody subalgebra gS and a parabolic subalgebra
pS⊂Γ which is generated by {eα : α ∈ Γ} and {fα : α ∈ S}. Note that the standard notation is to denote
by parabolic subalgebra pS the one that contains Borel subalgebra and gS . Our parabolic subalgebra pS
is the commutator [pS , pS ] of the standard one.
Proposition 4.76. For a Dynkin diagram Γ of finite type and its proper subgraph S ⊂ Γ the relative
cohomology of a finite-dimensional parabolic subalgebra pS ⊂ gΓ relative to its semisimple subalgebra gS
is nontrivial:
H>0(pS ,gS ;C) 6= 0
Proof. We believe that this fact is known for specialists, however, we were not able to find a reference.
Moreover, Proposition 4.76 produces rather negative result and does not affect the main part of the
article, therefore, we just mention that proof follows by induction on the number of vertices in Γ\S from
the two following known facts:
(1) Let S ⊂ Γ be a maximal proper subgraph. Then, the nilpotent radical nS of a maximal parabolic
subalgebra pS is an abelian Lie algebra. Consequently,
Hdim(nS)(pS ,gS ;C) =
[
Λdim(nS)nS
]
gS
= C 6= 0
(2) Let S ⊂ T ⊂ Γ be a sequence of properly embedded Dynkin graphs. Let pS⊂T be a parabolic
subalgebra assigned with embedding S ⊂ T , respectively pS⊂Γ be a parabolic subalgebra of gΓ. Then
the embedding of Lie algebras pS⊂T →֒ pS⊂Γ produces the map of relative cohomology:
H
q
(pS⊂Γ,gS ;C)→ H
q
(pS⊂T ,gS ;C)
which is known to be surjective.
However, if Γ is an affine Dynkin diagram and S is the corresponding finite Dynkin diagram we
come up with the main example of this paper when the theory of stratified categories is applied in full
generality.
4.3 One-dimensional currents g ⊗ C[x] and applications
In this section we consider Example 2 from Section 1.2. The corresponding standard modules ∆(λ, 0)
are known after [11, 16] under the name Global Weyl modules and are typically denoted in the literature
by W g(λ) or simply W (λ). Respectively, the proper standard module ∆(λ, 0) is known under the name
local Weyl module and is typically denoted by W loc(λ). This example was the starting point of the whole
theory. The BGG reciprocity for g ⊗ C[x] was first proved for g = sl2 in [3] and for g = sln in [2]. We
explain below how to prove it in the case of general g using the knowledge of the comparison between
local and global Weyl modules.
Conjecture 4.77. The category I(g⊗C[x]) of graded finitely generated g-locally finite modules over Lie
algebra of currents g ⊗ C[x] is stratified.
Remark 4.78. We have proved in Corollary 3.53 that Conjecture is true for g-simply laced and, moreover,
we checked by hands in B-case that for small weights the statement of Conjecture is true.
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In order to ensure that Conjecture is true in general we will check all conditions of Proposition 3.54
and, consequently, Conjecture 3.57 implies Conjecture 4.77. Indeed, it was shown by Bek and Nakajima
in [5] and by different methods by Naoi in [33] that for the Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x] with g simple the
global Weyl module of weight λ =
∑
λiωi is isomorphic to the tensor product of the local Weyl module
of the same weight and the algebra Aλ = S
λ1(C[x]) × . . . × Sλr(C[x]). It remains to recall that the
relative Lie algebra of g ⊗ C[x] relative to g are trivial. This follows from the existence of a parabolic
BGG resolution (first introduced in [28]) of a trivial module over affine Lie algebra ̂g ⊗ C[[x, x−1] whose
components are g⊗C[x]-modules induced from the irreducible finite-dimensional g-representation L(w ·0)
with w ∈W aff/W . We have
H
q
(g ⊗ C[x],g; Indg⊗C[x]g L(w · 0)) = H
q
(g,g;L(w · 0)) = [L(w · 0)]g =
{
C, if w = Id,
0, otherwise.
Consequently, the relative cohomology H
q
(g ⊗ C[x],g;C) is trivial.
Remark 4.79. There is also a possibility to discuss a parabolic Ivahori subalgebra for the twisted affine
Lie algebras. Y.Sanderson showed in [34] that characters of Demazure modules of level one are given by
Macdonald polynomials and coincides with local Weyl modules. (See also [17]). Consequently, the BGG
reciprocity is satisfied in that case.
Let us give several applications of the general theory we discussed in Section 3.5 to the case of the
Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x]. This section is motivated by the representational theoretical description of the
identities found in [12].
Corollary 4.80. The character of the module ∆(λ) in I(g ⊗ C[x]) is given by q-Hermite polynomial
(=specialization of Macdonald polynomial at t = 0). The constant term 〈Pλ, Pλ〉 is equal to
rk(g0)∏
i=1
λi∏
j=1
(1− qj)


−1
where λ =
∑rk(g0)
i=1 λiωi with {ω1, . . . , ωrk(g0)} being the set of fundamental weights.
Conjecture 4.81. An integrable gˆ-module Mk,λ of level k and highest weight λ admits a ∆-excellent
filtration.
This conjecture is motivated by the following observation proved by I. Cherednik and B. Feigin in [12].
They decomposes θ function (character of integrable representation) as a sum of Macdonald polynomials
with coefficients given by Formula (4.83) below.
Consider the parabolic BGG resolution of an integrable representations of level k and weight λ:
. . .→ ⊕
ω∈W/WS
P(ω · λ)[l(ω)]→ . . .→ P(s0 · λ)→ P(λ)։M(λ, k)→ 0 (4.82)
where s0 is the reflection with respect to the affine root. Consequently, for all µ we have
dimRHomI(gˆ)(Mk,λ,∇(µ, l)) =
∑
ω∈W/WS
(−1)l(ω) dimRHomI(P(ω · λ),∇(µ, l)) =
=
∑
ω∈W/WS
(−1)l(ω) dimHomg(L(ω · λ),∇(µ, l)) =
∑
ω∈W/WS
(−1)l(ω)[∇(µ, l) : L(ω · λ, deg(w))] (4.83)
We expect that the complex
⊕siHomg(L(sis0 · λ),∇(µ))→ Homg(L(s0 · λ),∇(µ))→ Homg(L(λ),∇(µ))
is exact in the middle term for all λ and µ what implies vanishing of Ext1(Mk,λ,∇(µ)). Following
Proposition 3.62 we know that the latter implies the existence of a ∆-excellent filtration on Mk,λ.
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4.4 Current Lie algebras
The theory of local and global Weyl modules was extensively studied in the last decade in the case of
arbitrary commutative graded algebra A. (e.g. [7]). However, this section is devoted to explain that BGG
reciprocity holds for current Lie algebras g⊗A with super-commutative graded algebra A if and only if
A ≃ C[x]. In the next Section 5 we will explain what kind of derived complexes one has to consider for
A generic.
Theorem 4.84. For a semisimple Lie algebra g the category I(g⊗A) of finitely generated graded modules
over the Lie algebra of currents g⊗A is stratified if and only if the nontrivial supercommutative algebra
A is isomorphic to the polynomial ring in one variable.
Proof. Theorem 4.77 covers the if statement. In order to show the only if statement we will explain that
that for A 6≃ C[x] there are nontrivial relative cohomology classes in higher degrees, thus Condition (3.55)
of Corollary 3.54 is not satisfied. Indeed, if the super-commutative graded unital algebra A is not
isomorphic to C[x] then one of the following possibilities is satisfied for A:
(1) There exists a nontrivial odd generator,
(2) The space of even generators is at least two-dimensional,
(3) A ≃ C[x]/(xn).
In the case (1) we have a natural embedding
H
q
(BG;C) = [S
q
g]g = [Λ
q
(g∗ ⊗ ξ)]g →֒ H
q
(g ⊗A,g;C).
where ξ is an odd generator of A. Lemma 4.85 below covers the case (2). The relative cohomology in
the last case (3) are known ([18]) and is different from 0 in higher degrees. The full description of the
cohomology H
q
(g ⊗ C[x]/xn;C) is known under the name “the strong Macdonald conjecture”.
Since g is semisimple the Killing form (, ) is a nondegenerate invariant pairing on g. Let ei = e
i be
the orthonormal basis of g ≃ g∗ with respect to this pairing and cijk := ([ei, ej ], ek) = (ei, [ej , ek]) be the
structure constants that are skew-symmetric in all three arguments. We have
[ei, ej ] = cijkek and δCE(e
i) = cijke
jek.
Lemma 4.85. Let x, y be a pair of linearly independent linear maps A+/(A
2
+) → C then the relative
cochain
ϕx,y :=
dimg∑
i=1
eix ∧ eiy
form a nontrivial relative 2-cocyle in H
q
(g ⊗A,g;C).
Proof. The space of 1-cochain in the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg complex C
q
(g⊗A,g;C) is isomorphic
to Homg(g⊗A+,C) ≃ [g∗]g ⊗HomC(A+,C) which is empty because g is semisimple. The chain ϕx,y is
obviously g invariant and it remains to show that it is closed under the differential in relative Chevalley-
Eilenberg complex:
dCE(
∑
i
eix ∧ eiy) =
∑
i
dCE(e
ix) ∧ eiy − eix ∧ dCE(e
iy) =
∑
i,j,k
(cijke
j ∧ ekx) ∧ eiy − eix ∧ (cijke
j ∧ eky) =
∑
i,j,k
(cijk − cjik)e
j ∧ ekx ∧ eiy = 0
4.5 Vector fields
Unfortunately, not much is known so far for Examples 4,5 of the list 1.2.
Conjecture 4.86. The category I(L0(n)) is stratified.
However, the relative Lie algebra cohomology of the Hamiltonian Lie algebra Hn is very complicated.
In particular, when n goes to infinity the corresponding cohomology is known under the name Kontsevich
Graph-Complex [26].
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5 Macdonald polynomials for non-stratified categories
As we have seen in Theorem 4.84 there are many interesting examples of graded Lie algebras with anti-
involution such that the corresponding category of graded finitely generated modules is not stratified.
In this case one may not expect that Macdonald polynomials will be the characters of specific modules,
however, we may try to pose the question if one can describe complexes of finitely generated modules
whose Euler characteristic of characters is given by Macdonald polynomials. This section is devoted to
give an answer on this question.
All conclusions below are stated for the category I(g) where g is a graded Lie algebra with anti-
involution. However, all theorems remains to be true in the generality of a highest weight category.
Let D−(I) be the derived category of bounded from above complexes of modules from I with finite
dimensional graded components with respect to the inner grading on the Lie algebra g:
D−(I) :=
{
M
q
= . . .→MN−1 →MN → 0 :M i = ⊕j∈ZM
i
j , ∀j dim(⊕iM
i
j) <∞
}
With each complex we can assign its graded Euler characteristic χq(M) =
∑
k,i(−1)
iqk dimM ik. Recall
that category I has enough projectives and, in particular, each moduleM ∈ I has a projective resolutions
P
q
∈ D−(I). This is a useful tool to describe left derived functors.
Let D+(Iop) be the corresponding derived category of bounded from below complexes of g-modules
whose inner grading is bounded from above and, of course, we assume the total finite-dimensionality of
each graded component with respect to the inner grading. The duality functor X : I → Iop is extended
to the functor between corresponding derived categories:
X : D−(I)→ D+(Iop)
and maps projective resolutions to injective ones. Our finiteness conditions allows us to extend the Ext-
pairing 1.12 from the Grothendieck group to the pairing on the derived category. For M,N ∈ D−(I) we
set
〈M,N〉g :=
∑
i,k∈Z
qk(−1)i(dimRHomiI(M,N{k}) =
∑
i
(−1)i dimq−1 H
i(g, g0;HomC(M,N)) (5.87)
Note that for a complex K ∈ D+(Iop) the dimension of a graded component of H
q
(g, g0;K) with respect
to the inner grading on g is finite dimensional. Therefore, the mentioned above Euler characteristic is a
well defined Loran series in q.
Let D−
6λ(I) be the full subcategory of D
−(I) generated by complexes whose cohomology belongs to
I6λ and denote by ı¯λ the corresponding inclusion functor.
Lemma 5.88. There exists a left adjoint functor ı¯!λ : D
−(I)→ D−
6λ(I).
Proof. This statement follows from the standard technique of admissible subcategories discovered in [6].
Let ⊥D6λ(I) be the left orthogonal to D6λ(I) in D(I). That is
⊥D6λ consists of those complexes C
yielding the orthogonality condition RHom(C,B) = 0 for all B ∈ D6λ. In particular, for all µ ∈ P∆ that
is not less than or equal to λ the projective cover P(µ) belongs to ⊥D6λ, because
∀µ 6 λ RHom
q
g(P(µ), B) = Homg0(L(µ), B) = 0 if B ∈ D6λ.
Recall, that ı!λ is the left adjoint functor to the fully faithful inclusion of abelian categories: ıλ : I
6λ → I.
By definition for any module M the module ı!λ(M) is the quotient by the submodule generated by
weighted subspaces whose weights are not less or equal to λ. Therefore, there exists a projective module
Q ∈ ⊥D−
6λ that surjects onto this submodule. In other words, ∀M ∈ I there exists an exact sequence
Q0
pi0→ M → ı!λ(M) → 0 with Q
0 being a projective module that belongs to ⊥D−
6λ. Denote by M
−1 the
kernel of the map π0 and take the corresponding exact sequence for M
−1: Q−1
pi1→M−1 → ı!λ(M
−1)→ 0.
Note that if the inner grading of M is bounded from below by k0 (i.e. M = ⊕i>k0Mi) then all graded
components of M−1 with degree less than k0 + 1 are zero. Therefore, thanks to grading conditions the
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iteration of this construction is well defined and we up with a bounded from above complex (Q
q
, π q)
whose graded components are finite dimensional, Qi are projectives modules in I orthogonal to D−
6λ.
Consequently, (Q
q
, π q) belongs to ⊥D−
6λ, and the homology of the cone of the morphism (Q
q, π q)
pi0→ M
is given by ı!λ(M
q
) and, consequently, cone(π0) belongs to D
−
6λ. The same procedure can be repeated
if instead of a module M we will consider a bounded from above complex of modules M
q
∈ D(I),
because the functor ı!λ is an additive and right exact functor. Thus with any element X ∈ D(I) we
associate an exact triangle Q
pi
→ X → cone(π) such that Q ∈ ⊥D6λ and cone(π) ∈ D6λ. Following
the standard definitions of algebraic geometry [6] the category D6λ is called left admissible and the
assignment X 7→ cone(π) defines a left adjoint functor ı¯!λ.
Note that if the graded components Mi of a module M ∈ I(g) are zero ∀i < 0 then the graded
components of the k-th homology of an object ı¯!λ(M) are zero ∀i < k. Therefore, each graded component
of the homology of a complex ı¯!λ(M) is finite-dimensional.
The following conjecture generalizes the condition (h3) of a highest weight category.
Conjecture 5.89. For g = g ⊗ C[x, ξ] and a pair of incomparable integral dominant weights λ, µ ∈ P∆
one has a natural isomorphism
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λ(P(λ))) ≃ ı¯λ,µ(¯ı
!
λ,µ(P(λ)))
where ı¯!λ,µ is a left adjoint functor to the inclusion functor ı¯λ,µ : D
−
6{λ,µ} → D
−
We avoid this problem using the following choice. Let us fix a total linear ordering 6 on the set of
dominant weights P∆ which dominates the partial ordering 6g.
Theorem 5.90. The set of images ı¯!λP(λ) of projective covers of irreducibles L(λ) = L(λ, 0) form an
orthogonal basis with respect to Ext-pairing (5.87):
Ext
q
g-mod(¯ıλ(¯ı
!
λ(P(λ))){k}, (¯ıµ (¯ı
!
µP(µ)))
X) = 0, if λ 6= µ & k > 0.
The graded Euler characteristic χq-g0 (¯ı
!
λP(λ)) is well defined and is equal to the dual Macdonald polyno-
mial. That is:
χq-g0 (¯ı
!
λP(λ)) = zλ(q)Pλ(e
α, α ∈ P, q), where zλ(q)
−1 := 〈Pλ, Pλ〉g (5.91)
Proof. Recall, that the duality functor X maps projective objects to injectives and, in particular, P(µ)X
is an injective hull of L(µ). Moreover, the functor (¯ı!µ)
X : D(Iop)→ D6λ(I
op) is the right adjoint to the
embedding functor D+
6λ(I
op) →֒ D+(Iop).
If λ > µ we have ı¯λ ◦ ı¯µ = ı¯λ and
Ext
q
g-mod
(
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)){k}, ı¯µ (¯ı
!
µP(µ))
X
)
= Ext
q
g-mod
(
ı¯λ(¯ı
!
λP(λ)){k}, ı¯λ((¯ı
!
µ)
X
P(µ)X)
)
=
= Ext
q
6λ
(
ı¯!λP(λ){k}, (¯ı
!
µ)
X
P(µ)X
)
= Ext
q
g-mod
(
P(λ, k), ı¯λ (¯ı
!
µP(µ))
X
)
=
= Homgraded−g0
(
L(λ, k), ı¯µ((¯ı
!
µ)
X
P(µ)X)
)
= 0. (5.92)
If λ < µ then the vanishing of derived homomorphisms follows from the injectivity of P(µ)X. We avoid
the situation that λ and µ are incomparable by a choice of a total linear ordering on the weights.
The cohomology of ı¯!λP(λ) belongs to the category I
6λ that is the multiplicity of L(µ) in ı¯!λP(λ) may
differ from zero only if µ 6 λ. Denote by zλ(q) the graded Euler characteristic of the multiplicity of L(λ)
in ı¯!λP(λ). One repeats Computation (5.92) for λ = µ and get the following:
χq−1
(
Ext
q
g-mod
(
ı¯!λP(λ), (¯ı
!
λP(λ))
X
))
= χq−1
(
Homg0
(
L(λ), (¯ı!λP(λ))
X
))
= zλ(q)
First, one have to notice, that zλ(q) is a power series in q and zλ(0) = 1. Consequently, the polynomials
fλ :=
χq-g0 (¯ı
!
λP(λ))
zλ(q)
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are well defined and satisfy both properties of generalized Macdonald polynomials from Definition 1.20
and, thus, have to coincide with them. Moreover,
〈fλ, fλ〉g = 〈
χq-g0 (¯ı
!
λP(λ))
zλ(q)
,
χq-g0 (¯ı
!
λP(λ))
zλ(q)
〉g =
χq−1
(
Ext
q
g-mod
(
ı¯!λP(λ), (¯ı
!
λP(λ))
X
))
zλ(q)2
=
zλ(q)
zλ(q)2
=
1
zλ(q)
.
Remark 5.93. The category I is stratified if and only if the derived category D6λ(I) is isomorphic to
the derived category D(I6λ). Therefore, if the category I is stratified the left adjoint functor ı¯!λ between
derived categories becomes the left derived of the corresponding adjoint between abelian categories:
ı¯!λ = L
q
ıλ : D(I)→ D(I
6λ).
In particular, since P(λ) is projective its image does not have higher derived images:
ı¯!λ(P(λ)) = L
q
ıλ(P(λ)) = L
0ıλ(P(λ)) = ∆(λ).
This conclusion agrees with the statement of Theorem 2.29.
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